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Dear Readers,

For more than two decades, the Sustainable Development Law 
and Policy Brief (SDLP) remains true to its mission of providing 
innovative solutions to some of the most important legal issues 
related to environmental law, energy law, and natural resources 
law. We are honored to be the Editors-in-Chief during these 
unprecedented times in our history, as we witnessed a historical 
presidential election and now enter the third year of the COVID-
19 global pandemic. Despite these unparalleled times, the SDLP 
staff brought our readership another great issue.

In this issue, our authors provide an in-depth analysis into 
current regulations and the potential direction and solutions 
these regulations may take in the future. From ocean pollution, 
to the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), to tiny 
homes, and wildlife management, the challenges addressed 
in this issue have a rather narrow focus, but potentially broad 
impacts on our environment, both domestically and globally. 
The Keylon article outlines the impacts of NEPA in the time of 
the Trump Administration and how the Biden Administration has 
taken steps to restore NEPA regulations to pre-Trump standards. 
Keylon also takes it one step further and poses ways in which 
the Biden Administration can strengthen NEPA standards that 
would go beyond the pre-Trump standards. The Chu article 
describes society’s addiction to plastic and the damage it reaps 
on the health of our planet and the health of humans. Chu 
discusses these problems by calling on local, state, and federal 
governments to address the issues of plastics and waste, while 
simultaneously encouraging individuals to use their voice 
to enact change. Both articles provide hopeful and possible 
solutions by building on already-existing frameworks.

We would like to thank all the article and feature authors for their 
insights and dedication to raising important legal issues. Also, 
we would like to thank the professors, executive board, staff, and 
publisher of SDLP for making this publication possible. SDLP is 
a team endeavor, and a team has never been more important than 
in the times of COVID-19, so everyone’s work is appreciated. 
Finally, we would like to thank our readers, whose involvement 
and investment in SDLP are the reasons that we have been able 
to create this publication for more than twenty years.

Sincerely,

Juliette Jackson & Bailey Nickoloff
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InTroduCTIon

In the middle of the twentieth century, there was a turning 
point in the United States and around the world in the under-
standing of the human relationship with the natural environment 
and natural resources.1 It was a shift from a perspective of natu-
ral resources endlessly available for exploitation to a perspective 
that natural resources are finite, and conservation and preserva-
tion are necessary to ensure that these resources are available for 
future generations.2 The accumulation of chronic environmental 
degradation, such as the unchecked proliferation of pesticides 
and other toxic chemicals, pollution to the nation’s waters, loss 
of land to erosion, the loss of public open spaces to development, 
etc. as well as major events such as the oil spill in Santa Barbara 
and the Cuyahoga River fire, spurred this shift in perspective.3 
This elevated concern for the environment and natural resources 
led to the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969 (“NEPA”), which President Nixon signed into law on 
January 1, 1970 to launch the Decade of the Environment.4

NEPA declares that it is the national policy for the federal 
government to use “all practical means and measures” to ensure 
a sustainable balance between humans and the environment for 
“present and future generations,”5 and it requires all federal 
agencies to examine the environmental impacts of their actions, 
to consider alternative actions, and to make that information 
available to the public.6 NEPA also established the Council on 
Environmental Quality (“CEQ”) under the Executive Office 
of the President to lead research and policy on environmental 
quality issues and to ensure federal agencies are meeting their 
requirements under NEPA to consider the environmental impacts 
of their actions.7

Since its passage, Congress, the courts, and, most recently, 
the Trump Administration have undermined and weakened 
NEPA.8 Shortly after passing NEPA, Congress began chipping 
away at it legislatively.9 In 1973, following litigation to enjoin the 
construction of an Alaskan pipeline for violations of NEPA and 
the Mineral Leasing Act, Congress passed legislation exempting 
the project from NEPA requirements.10 Since then, Congress has 
passed a multitude of legislation exempting individual projects, 
as well as entire types of projects, from the NEPA requirements.11 
Most recently Congress passed the Infrastructure Investment and 
Jobs Act in 2021 containing provisions designed to “streamline” 
and restrict the application of NEPA.12

Over the past fifty years, there have been numerous court 
cases interpreting the application of NEPA and the CEQ NEPA 
regulations, many of which have eroded NEPA’s effectiveness in 
ensuring that the congressional intent and spirit of the national 
policy is met.13 The courts have interpreted NEPA to be limited 
to setting procedural requirements to ensure that federal agencies 
make informed decisions by taking a “hard look” before they 
act, rather than imposing any substantive requirements for the 
federal government to make wise decisions.14 The courts have 
also barred the application of NEPA to non-discretionary fed-
eral actions and narrowly interpreted when a non-federal action 
with a federal component, such as grant funding or permitting, 

triggers NEPA requirements.15 Perhaps the most damaging of 
all, the courts have held that even when failure to meet NEPA 
requirements is the basis of a challenge, the plaintiff must meet 
four additional requirements to obtain a preliminary injunction.16 
This ruling sets a precedent under which defendants are encour-
aged to hurry-up-and-build while the court case is proceeding.17

The Trump Administration dealt NEPA a further blow when 
it initiated a rulemaking to revise the CEQ NEPA regulations.18 
The new rulemaking codified many of the previous court deci-
sions weakening the effectiveness of NEPA and undertook 
to further “streamline” its implementation.19 Major changes 
include eliminating the requirement for federal agencies to 
look at the cumulative impacts of the proposed action, limiting 
what is considered a major federal action for the purposes of 
NEPA, limiting the requirement for consideration of alterna-
tives to the proposed projects, allowing the project proponents 
rather than the federal agency to develop the required NEPA 
Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”), and setting hard 
limits on the page length of EISs.20 The Biden Administration 
has subsequently issued an interim final rulemaking extend-
ing the deadline by which federal agencies must develop or 
revise their NEPA procedures to comply with the 2020 Trump 
Administration NEPA Rule.21 The Biden Administration has 
also initiated the first phase of a two phased NEPA rulemak-
ing process with the objective of “restoring basic community 
safeguards” in the NEPA process.22

This article argues that congressional legislation, court 
decisions, and the Trump Administration’s 2020 rulemaking 
weakened the effectiveness of NEPA and undermined Congress’ 
intent under the national policy set out by NEPA. Part I dis-
cusses the history, purpose, and key provisions of NEPA. Part II 
analyzes the impacts of subsequent congressional legislation on 
NEPA’s effectiveness to meet Congress’s original intent under 
the national policy. Part III covers major court decisions that 
have weakened the implementation of NEPA. Part IV examines 
the major impacts of the Trump Administration’s rulemaking 
revising the CEQ regulations. Part V considers two options—
setting aside the Trump Administration rulemaking through 
judicial review23 and reversing the changes under the Trump 
Administration rulemaking and addressing the court and con-
gressional decisions that have limited the scope and available 
remedies under NEPA through the Biden Administration’s two 
phased rulemaking process.24

I. The naTIonal envIronmenTal PolICy aCT: 
hIsTory, PurPose, requIremenTs, ProCess,  

and Key ProvIsIons

a . the hiStoRy anD puRpoSe oF nepa
Following a decade of increased environmental awareness 

and major environmental disasters, President Nixon signed 
NEPA into law on January 1, 1970.25 NEPA is often called the 
Magna Carta of environmental law because it declares that 
it is the national policy for the federal government to use “all 
practical means and measures” to ensure a sustainable balance 
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between humans and the environment for “present and future 
generations.”26 NEPA further requires all federal agencies to 
examine the environmental impacts of all “major [f]ederal 
actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environ-
ment,” to consider alternatives, and to make that information 
available to the public through the existing agency public notice-
and-comment process under the Administrative Procedure Act 
(“APA”).27 NEPA also established the Council on Environmental 
Quality (“CEQ”) under the Executive Office of the President to 
conduct and advise on environmental quality issues and review 
federal programs and activities to ensure they are meeting the 
goals of NEPA.28

On March 5, 1970, President Nixon issued Executive Order 
11,514 directing CEQ to establish guidelines for federal agen-
cies on NEPA’s requirement to provide a thorough statement on 
the environmental impacts of proposed legislation and federal 
actions.29 CEQ issued guidelines on how to “assist agencies in 
implementing not only the letter, but the spirit, of the Act”—
emphasizing NEPA’s objective to ensure informed decision 
making.30

In 1977, President Carter strengthened CEQ’s role through 
Executive Order 11,991, which directed CEQ to establish stan-
dard regulations for all federal agencies to guide their imple-
mentation of NEPA procedures.31 CEQ initiated a rulemaking 
process and finalized the NEPA regulations in 1978, establishing 
binding regulation upon the federal agencies for implementing 
the procedural requirements under NEPA.32 The binding regu-
lations ensure that all federal agencies are meeting minimum 
environmental review requirements under NEPA.33 CEQ made 
minor amendments to the NEPA regulations in 1986 and again 
in 2005.34

More recently, the Trump Administration issued Executive 
Order 13,807 directing CEQ to review the NEPA regulations 
to modernize, simplify, and accelerate the NEPA process.35 
To accomplish this, CEQ initiated a rulemaking process and 
released an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking36 and 
later a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.37 The regulations were 
finalized on July 16, 2020 with the issuance of a Final Rule, 
which went into effect on September 14, 2020.38 In its efforts 
to “streamline” NEPA implementation, the new rulemaking 
significantly weakens the effectiveness of NEPA by eliminat-
ing or restricting key provisions of the 1978 binding regula-
tions, which had been well engrained in the NEPA processes 
and court precedent.39

b .pRoceSS, RequiRementS, anD key pRoviSionS  
oF nepa

The foundational provision of NEPA, Section 102, requires 
all federal agencies to develop a detailed statement analyzing 
the impact and potential alternatives for all proposed legisla-
tion or other major actions which have a significant effect on 
the environment.40 The 1978 CEQ regulations expanded upon 
this language by defining key terms and outlining when NEPA 
requirements are triggered as well as the processes for meeting 
the requirements under this section.41 The 1978 CEQ regulations 

clarify that NEPA is triggered when there is an actual proposal 
for a major federal action and define “major [f]ederal action” as 
one “with effects that may be major and which are potentially 
subject to federal control and responsibility.”42 The regulations 
further elaborate that a major federal action may include federal 
rules and regulations, formal plans, the creation of new pro-
grams, and specific projects, among other actions.43

Once a proposal for a major federal action triggers NEPA, 
the CEQ regulations require the federal agency to assess 
whether the action requires the development of an EIS, a 
lesser Environmental Assessment (“EA”), or if it falls under a 
Categorical Exclusion (“CE”) and does not require an EIS or an 
EA.44 The CEQ NEPA regulations require federal agencies to 
submit for approval to CEQ criteria for identifying actions that 
they take which require an EIS, EA, or neither under a CE.45

In determining whether an EIS, EA, or CE applies, the 
federal agency must look at whether the proposed major federal 
action will or may significantly affect the quality of the human 
environment or “the natural and physical environment and the 
relationship of people with that environment.”46 The analysis of 
“significantly” is critical to determining whether a major federal 
action falls under a CE, requires an EA, or requires an EIS.47 A 
CE will apply when there is no significant effect, while an EA 
may be prepared—to determine if an EIS is required—if there 
may be a significant effect, and an EIS is required if there will be 
a significant effect.48

To determine if there is or may be a significant effect, the 
federal agency must consider both the context of the proposed 
action as well as the intensity of the effect.49 The CEQ regula-
tions outline ten factors that the federal agency should evalu-
ate in assessing intensity including assessment of impacts on 
endangered or threatened species and their habitat, effects on 
unique geographical areas, effects on public health and safety, 
and whether the action is controversial, will set a precedent for 
future actions with significant effects, or the action combined 
with other actions may have a cumulatively significant impact.50 
CEQ defines these cumulative impacts as “impact[s] on the 
environment [that] result[] from the incremental impact of the 
action when added to other past, present, and reasonably fore-
seeable future actions.”51

If a federal agency determines that a proposed action does 
not fall under a CE but is unsure if there will be a significant 
effect, it may develop an EA prior to a full EIS to determine if 
there will be a significant effect.52 An EA requires only a brief 
analysis of evidence sufficient to determine whether the agency 
must prepare an EIS.53 While the CEQ regulations state that 
federal agencies in the development of EAs must involve “to the 
extent practicable” environmental agencies, applicants, and the 
public, each agency may set their own procedures.54 Therefore, 
in many cases the public is unable to review and comment on 
the EA, unlike the more substantive EIS which requires public 
review.55 After a federal agency completes an EA, it must decide 
either that there is a significant effect and develop an EIS or that 
there is not a significant effect and make available to the public a 
Finding Of No Significant Impact (“FONSI”).56
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If the agency determines that an EIS must be developed, 
with or without a preceding EA, it must prepare an EIS that 
includes the purpose and need for the proposed action, an anal-
ysis of the environmental impacts of the proposed action, and 
a comparison with the environmental impacts of all reasonable 
alternatives to the proposal; including a no action alternative 
and alternatives outside of the agency’s jurisdiction.57 This 
analysis must address the areas that will be affected by the 
proposed action and alternatives and the direct and indirect 
environmental consequences of each, including whether they 
will affect long-term productivity of the environment or will 
have any irreversible impacts.58

The NEPA EIS requirements ensure that all federal agencies 
take a “hard look” at the environmental impacts of their actions 
before acting.59 A “hard look” requires the federal agencies to 
consider the impacts of their proposed action and all reasonable 
alternatives; however, it does not impose a substantive require-
ment to select options with fewer environmental impacts or to 
implement measures to mitigate foreseeable environmental 
impacts of the selected option.60 Ultimately, the NEPA EIS only 
imposes a requirement on the federal government to make an 
informed decision, not to make a decision that will have the best 
environmental outcome.61

Throughout the EIS process, there are numerous points 
where the public has an opportunity to comment on proposed 
federal actions.62 When it is determined that an EIS must be 
developed, the federal agency must publish a notice of intent in 
the Federal Register to begin the scoping process for the EIS.63 
The agency must also provide notice of related hearings and pub-
lic meetings related to the preparation of the EIS.64 The agency 
must circulate the draft EIS for public comment, and assess and 
consider all comments individually and collectively, then issue 
responses to the comments in the final EIS.65 The agency must 
publicly circulate the final EIS and may request public com-
ment on it prior to issuing a final decision.66 Additionally, if 
the agency makes a substantial change to the proposed action 
or there is significant new information or circumstances impact-
ing the proposed action and its impacts, the federal agency must 
prepare and circulate for public comment a supplemental draft 
or final EIS.67

Upon completion of the final EIS and at the time of deci-
sion, the federal agency must prepare and publish a public 
record of decision (“ROD”) and notify the public of their rights 
to appeal the decision.68 Additionally, the CEQ regulations 
set out minimum timing requirements on the mandated public 
comment periods.69 The substantial requirements for public 
notice-and-comment make clear that the purpose of NEPA 
is not only to require agencies to consider the environmental 
impacts of their proposed actions, but also to inform the public, 
other agencies, and Congress about the environmental impacts 
of the actions to hold agencies accountable for the impacts of 
their actions.70

II. Congress aCTs To resTrICT nePa
Shortly after passing NEPA, Congress began to chip away 

at the newly enacted law with blanket and project specific 
exemptions.71 The first exemption to NEPA occurred in 1973, 
just three years after its enactment.72 Following a legal chal-
lenge to the trans-Alaska pipeline for violation of NEPA and 
the Mineral Leasing Act, Congress passed the Trans-Alaska 
Pipeline Authorization Act, which exempted the project from 
NEPA and “judicial review under any law.”73 Senator Henry 
Jackson, who introduced NEPA, opposed the exemption, stat-
ing that it set a dangerous precedent under which requests 
for, and issuances of, exemptions on a projectby-project basis 
would be numerous.74

Senator Jackson was indeed correct that the Trans-Alaska 
Pipeline legislation would set a precedent for exemptions with 
many more to come.75 For example, in 1980, Congress passed 
legislation exempting the construction of the Tellico Dam in 
Tennessee from NEPA requirements after it had stalled due 
to the threat the project posed to an endangered species.76 In 
1986, Congress exempted the construction of the H-3 highway 
in Hawaii from NEPA.77 Then in 1988, Congress exempted the 
construction of an observatory for the University of Arizona on 
Mount Graham from NEPA review, notwithstanding the listing of 
the Mount Graham red squirrel on the endangered species list.78

In addition to project specific exemptions, Congress has 
enacted numerous broad exceptions covering entire types of 
activities.79 Many of the exemptions have been applied under 
other environmental statutes, for example, exemptions for 
actions taken by an agency in accordance with the Clean Water 
Act and Clean Air Act.80 However, others are driven by com-
mercial or national security interests.81

For example, under the Interstate Commerce Commission 
Termination Act of 1995, the licensing of commercial space 
launch vehicles is not considered a major federal action as long 
as the Department of the Army issues a permit and the Army 
Corps of Engineers finds that the activity has no significant 
impact.82 An example of a national security interest exemption is 
the exemption of the Secretary of any military department from 
having to prepare an EIS for low-level flight training under the 
Fiscal Year 2001 National Defense Authorization Act.83 Also 
exempted for national security interests are NEPA requirements 
for decisions on the construction of segments of the U.S.-
Mexico border wall under the Illegal Immigration Reform and 
Immigration Responsibility Act of 1996.84

More recently, Congress added additional restrictions to 
NEPA under the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act.85 The 
law includes several provisions designed to “streamline” and 
restrict the application of NEPA including codifying some of 
the provisions under the Trump Administration’s CEQ NEPA 
Regulations.86 The law includes provisions to limit the time 
and level of review under NEPA by establishing a presumptive 
200-page limit for the alternative analysis portion of an EIS, 
reducing the time lead agencies have to invite other agencies to 
participate in the environmental review, restricting the time for 
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NEPA review to two years from publication from the notice of 
intent, requiring issuance of a ROD within ninety days of the 
final EIS.87 Other provisions limit when NEPA review applies 
by establishing new CEs for oil and gas pipeline gathering lines 
on federal and Tribal lands, excluding projects that receive less 
than six million dollars in federal assistance and are less than 
thirty-five million dollars for the entire project, and authorizing 
project sponsors and federal land management agencies to use 
Federal Highway Administration CEs.88

The exemption of specific projects and exemptions of entire 
types of activities from NEPA review requirements undermine 
the intent of NEPA to ensure that federal agencies are consider-
ing the impacts of all major federal actions before taking the 
actions.89 It further denies the public the opportunity to review 
and comment on the actions which is one of the fundamental 
purposes of the NEPA review process.90

III. The CourTs resTrICT The sCoPe of nePa 
aPPlICaTIon and avaIlable remedIes

For over fifty years, the courts have been interpreting and 
applying NEPA and the CEQ NEPA regulations.91 In many of 
these cases, the courts have strengthened and reinforced NEPA 
with their holdings, while in others they have dealt substantial 
blows to the applicability, enforcement, and ultimately the effec-
tiveness of NEPA.92

Over the years, there have been decisions that have ensured 
that NEPA has teeth, but also numerous decisions which have 
blunted the strength and effectiveness of the law and the CEQ 
regulations.93 The courts have affirmed that the procedural pro-
visions of NEPA mandate that all federal agencies must take a 
“hard look” at the environmental impacts of their actions, while 
at the same time dismissing any requirement of the federal agen-
cies under NEPA to uphold the substantive goals of the national 
policy.94 Similarly, the courts have held that the federal agency 
must consider all reasonable alternatives, that this is not limited 
solely to alternative measures within the agency’s jurisdiction, 
and that mitigation measures should be considered; however, 
the courts have also held that there is no substantive require-
ment to select an alternative with less environmental impact 
nor to require the implementation of mitigating measures.95 
Additionally, the courts have held that NEPA does not provide 
for a private cause of action; however, injured individuals may 
bring a cause of action for NEPA violations under the APA.96 
Under the APA review, the court looks at whether the federal 
agency has adequately considered the environmental impacts 
of the proposed action and whether its action was arbitrary and 
capricious, which has added some additional strength to the pro-
cedural requirements under NEPA.97 The courts have also given 
strength to key provisions of NEPA and the CEQ regulations, 
such as the requirement for the consideration of cumulative 
impacts, stating that when considering cumulative impacts of a 
project, the federal agency must consider all reasonably fore-
seeable contemplated actions, not only those that are actually 
occurring or proposed.98

There are two key areas where the courts have made deci-
sions that significantly weakened the effectiveness of NEPA: 
decisions on when NEPA applies and decisions limiting access 
to preliminary injunctions.99

a . couRt DeciSionS ReStRicting when nepa applieS

Court decisions that have restricted NEPAs application, 
weakening its effectiveness, can be split into two categories: 
decisions determining that NEPA does not apply to an entire 
type of action and “small federal handle” decisions limiting 
the application of NEPA where the federal action only covers a 
small portion of a larger project.100

Under the first category, there are several ways in which 
the courts have decided that NEPA does not apply to an entire 
type of action. First, the court has exempted from NEPA non-
action or status quo decisions of federal agencies, even if 
they may have significant environmental effects.101 Thus, an 
agency’s decision to not take an action does not trigger NEPA 
requirements.102 Additionally, agency decisions maintaining the 
status quo, including the decision to continue activities—such as 
continuing a coal leasing program under an old EIS or rebuild-
ing an existing bridge that has collapsed—do not trigger NEPA 
requirements.103

The courts have also determined that when an agency 
lacks discretion on an action, such as when Congress directs 
it to take action, the agency does not need to conduct NEPA 
reviews.104 While an agency taking a non-discretionary action 
is unable to alter its decision based on the findings in the EIS, 
the exemption of nondiscretionary actions still subverts two 
purposes of NEPA—to ensure that the federal agencies are 
informed about the environmental impacts of their actions and 
that the public is informed about the environmental impacts of 
federal actions.105

The “functional equivalency” doctrine further limits 
the scope of NEPA’s application to certain types of agency 
action.106 Under this doctrine, courts have found that sev-
eral environmental statutes require analysis that are similar 
enough to those of NEPA and an EIS that they are functionally 
equivalent to these requirements.107 Where a statute, such as 
the Endangered Species Act, Ocean Dumping Act, Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, and Safe Drinking Water Act, 
requires its own environmental review actions that are func-
tionally equivalent to those under NEPA; the court has found 
that the federal agency does not additionally need to conduct 
a NEPA review, even though these statutes do not explicitly 
waive NEPA review.108 The exemption of non-action, status 
quo, non-discretionary, and functional equivalent actions—
which may have significant environmental impacts—from 
NEPA review requirements, similar to congressional legisla-
tive exemptions, undermine the intent of NEPA to ensure that 
federal agencies are considering the impacts of these actions 
before taking the actions.109 It further denies the public the 
opportunity to review and comment on the actions.110

Under the second, “small federal handle” category, courts 
have restricted when actions with a federal component are 
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considered a major federal action.111 Small federal handle analy-
sis looks at whether a federal action in a state or local project 
provides a sufficient nexus to require NEPA review and, if so, 
whether that review should cover the entire project, “federal-
izing” the project, or whether it should be limited solely to the 
federal action.112

In determining whether a federal action “federalizes” the 
project, the court uses the “enablement theory” and analyzes: 
“(1) the degree of discretion exercised by the agency over the 
federal portion of the project; (2) whether the federal govern-
ment has given any direct financial aid to the project; and 
(3) whether ‘the overall federal involvement with the project 
(is) sufficient to turn essentially private action into federal 
action.’”113 In determining whether a federal action is suf-
ficient to federalize an entire project, the courts have tended 
toward a high bar of federal involvement to trigger NEPA 
requirements.114

When the courts have found that a federal action does not 
federalize an entire project, the courts often determine that the 
federal action by itself is not a major federal action requiring 
NEPA review.115 For example, in Save the Bay, Inc. v. USACE,116 
the court looked at whether the approval of a federal permit for 
an effluent pipeline into a local marsh from a titanium dioxide 
manufacturing facility would define the federal action as the 
permit for the pipeline only or would include the construction 
of the entire facility.117 The court determined that the federal 
action was only the federal permit for the pipeline and that this 
was not in itself significant enough to constitute a major federal 
action.118 The high bar for determining when a federal action 
federalizes an entire project, and the finding that on its own 
a federal action may not be significant enough to constitute a 
major federal action, essentially exempts numerous projects 
with a federal role and significant environmental impact from 
environmental review under NEPA, undermining the purpose of 
the national policy. This allows agencies to avoid consideration 
of the environmental impacts of these actions before taking them 
and denies the public an opportunity to review and comment on 
these actions.119

The court precedent restricting when NEPA applies to 
major federal actions significantly impacting the environment 
is directly in conflict with the language and intent of the stat-
ute.120 NEPA does not say that environmental impact review is 
required for major federal actions which significantly affect the 
environment except if it is an action maintaining the status quo, 
it is being reviewed under another environmental statute, is an 
action mandated by Congress, or is not substantially enabling a 
private action.121 NEPA says that all major federal actions that 
significantly impact the environment must be reviewed.122 Thus, 
the court decisions discussed here are carving out exceptions 
unintended by Congress that undermine the intent and ultimately 
the application of NEPA.123

b . couRt DeciSionS ReStRicting the uSe oF 
pReliminaRy injunctionS

The 1978 CEQ regulations have made clear that actions 
that should be covered under an EIS should not proceed absent 
the completion of the EIS and ROD.124 The regulations pro-
vide that a federal agency shall not take any action concerning 
a proposed action that would have an adverse environmental 
impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives prior to 
the issuance of the ROD.125 It provides that a federal agency 
shall not take any major federal actions covered under a pro-
grammatic EIS while such statement is being developed unless 
the action can be independently justified, is accompanied by 
its own EIS, and will not affect the ultimate decision on the 
programmatic EIS.126

While the regulations clearly imply the intent that no major 
federal action should go forward prior to completion of the 
NEPA process, the regulations are silent as to whether a major 
federal action may proceed while the question of whether there 
has been a NEPA violation is being considered in the courts; 
possibly because the drafters did not contemplate that there 
would continue to be substantial NEPA litigation following the 
issuance of the 1978 CEQ regulations.127 This silence has left 
the courts to impose their own interpretation and, rather than 
aligning with the general precedent of the CEQ regulations that 
a major federal action should not proceed prior to final deter-
mination; the Supreme Court in Winter v. Natural Resources 
Defense Council128 applied the standard requirements for 
preliminary injunction.129 These standard preliminary injunc-
tion requirements are based on the belief that an injunction, 
even preliminary, is an “extraordinary remedy that may only 
be awarded upon a clear showing that the plaintiff is entitled to 
such relief.”130

Prior to Winter, a preliminary injunction was the standard 
while the courts determined if there was a NEPA violation 
and until any discovered violation was cured.131 This standard 
applied an equitable balancing, or a sliding scale test which 
presumed that environmental injury is an irreparable injury and 
thus would favor the issuance of a preliminary injunction.132 
Post Winter, the plaintiff must show: 1) they are likely to suc-
ceed on the merits of the case; 2) without the injunction they 
would suffer irreparable harm; 3) the balance of equities is in 
their favor; and 4) the injunction is in the public interest.133 
While there was initially a presumption of irreparable damage 
when an agency failed to thoroughly evaluate the environmen-
tal impacts of its proposed actions, the Supreme Court over-
turned this presumption in Amoco Production Co. v. Village of 
Gambell, AK.134 In Amoco, Alaskan Native Villages sought an 
injunction against exploratory oil and gas activities in Norton 
Sound and the Navarin Basin, arguing that the Secretary 
of Interior in authorizing the activities had failed to comply 
with requirements under the Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act.135

The Court determined that the presumption of irreparable 
damage where there is a violation under a statute requiring an 
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environmental evaluation goes against traditional equitable 
principles of an injunction. The Court further determined that 
allowing such a violation to continue would not undermine 
the purpose of the statute so there should be no presumption 
of irreparable damage and the traditional equitable principles 
should apply.136 Many courts have interpreted the Supreme 
Court’s decision in Winter as precluding the equitable or slid-
ing scale standard and requiring a strict application of the four 
factor test,137 while other courts maintain that Winter did not 
displace the equitable or sliding scale approach or that this 
flexible approach is consistent with Winter.138 National Parks 
Conservation Association v. Semonite139 exemplifies how 
the application of standard preliminary injunction require-
ments, absent the flexible equitable or sliding scale approach, 
weakens NEPA.140 In this case, Virginia Electric and Power 
Company applied to the Army Corps of Engineers for a permit 
to construct an electrical switching station, transmission lines, 
and numerous steel transmission towers stretching across the 
James River, through the middle of the Jamestown historic 
district, and through other historic resources managed by the 
National Park Service.141 The Army Corps of Engineers issued 
the permit after conducting an EA and determining that there 
would be no significant environmental effect on the human 
environment, so an EIS was not required.142 The National Parks 
Conservation Association (NPCA), on behalf of its members, 
brought suit for violation of NEPA and the APA and sought 
a preliminary injunction.143 The preliminary injunction was 
denied, with the court holding that NPCA “failed to establish a 
likelihood of irreparable harm prior to this case being decided 
on the merits.”144 The court then granted the Army Corps of 
Engineers’ motion for summary judgment.145 NPCA filed an 
appeal seeking a preliminary injunction, which was again 
denied, with the court holding NPCA had failed to establish 
that they were likely to succeed on the merits, that there was 
a likelihood of irreparable harm, and that the public interest 
strongly favored an injunction.146

Less than a year and a half after the initial request for a pre-
liminary injunction was denied, the appeals court determined 
that the Army Corps of Engineers did violate NEPA in issuing 
the permit and reversed and remanded to the district court with 
instructions to vacate the permit and direct the Army Corps of 
Engineers to prepare an EIS.147 However, because there was 
no preliminary injunction in place while the case was being 
litigated, Virginia Electric and Power Company proceeded 
under the permit to construct the project, and by the time the 
court had determined that the Army Corps of Engineers had 
violated NEPA, the entire project had already been complet-
ed.148 The court was faced with a completed project in vio-
lation of NEPA, and having relied on the argument that the 
towers could and would be removed if they were found to be 
in violation of NEPA when denying the preliminary injunction 
on appeal, determined that it would be inappropriate to vacate 
the permit and require the towers to be removed.149 The court 
only required the Army Corps of Engineers to complete an 
EIS for the already completed project.150 The outcome of this 

case demonstrates how the current application of preliminary 
injunctions entirely subverts the purpose of NEPA to ensure 
that federal agencies take a “hard look” at the environmental 
impacts prior to taking action.151 The Supreme Court in Amoco 
stated that “Environmental injury, by its nature, can seldom be 
adequately remedied by money damages and is often permanent 
or at least of long duration, i.e., irreparable” but by denying a 
preliminary injunction, federal agencies and their non-federal 
partners are encouraged to hurry up and build while NEPA 
claims are being litigated and betting that vacatur will not be 
awarded if a NEPA violation is found after the project is com-
pleted.152 Without a preliminary injunction where it is argued 
that there is a violation of NEPA, the plaintiff’s case may prove 
futile because the damage to the environment will already be 
done.153 By denying preliminary injunction and subsequently 
denying vacatur, the holding in this case essentially reduces 
NEPA to an exercise in paperwork rather than an action to 
ensure that federal agencies do not act prior to analyzing the 
impacts on the environment of the action.154

Iv. The TrumP admInIsTraTIon elImInaTes  
and resTrICTs Key nePa ProvIsIons

After nearly forty years of implementation and precedent 
based on the 1978 CEQ NEPA regulations with only relatively 
minor revisions, the Trump Administration initiated an over-
haul of the regulations with the objective of simplifying and 
“streamlining” them.155 On August 24, 2017, President Trump 
issued Executive Order 13,807 directing CEQ to review the 
NEPA regulations and modernize, simplify, and accelerate 
the NEPA process.156 CEQ then began the rulemaking pro-
cess, releasing an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
(“ANPR”) with a thirty-day comment period.157 CEQ received 
over 12,500 comments on its ANPR and extended the com-
ment period.158 CEQ then published a Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking with a sixty-day comment period.159 During 
the comment period CEQ held two public hearings, one in 
Washington, and one in Colorado.160 CEQ received approxi-
mately 1,145,571 comments on the proposed rule, including 
hundreds of requests for extension of the comment deadline 
and additional hearings in additional locations, neither of 
which were granted.161 The Final rule was issued on July 16, 
2020 and went into effect on September 14, 2020.162

The new rulemaking makes numerous and significant 
changes to the 1978 CEQ regulations. This Part covers several 
of those changes which have most significantly weakened the 
effectiveness of NEPA.163

a . limiting the application oF nepa
The Trump Administration CEQ rulemaking codified 

many of the court jurisprudence restrictions on the application 
of NEPA under a new Part 1501.1 NEPA Thresholds.164 Under 
this section, the new regulations outline considerations for 
determining whether NEPA applies, including if the proposed 
action is in whole or part non-discretionary and if it falls under 
another statute which has requirements that serve the function of 
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compliance with NEPA.165 These two provisions are essentially 
equivalent to the court precedent that non-discretionary actions 
and actions subject to functionally equivalent review are exempt 
from NEPA requirements.166

The Trump rulemaking revisions to the definition of “major 
[f]ederal action” also codify judicial precedent restricting the 
application of NEPA.167 The new definition states that nondis-
cretionary decisions are not major federal actions.168 It further 
states that non-federal projects with minimal federal funding 
or involvement, as well as loans and other forms of financial 
assistance where the federal agency does not exercise sufficient 
control and responsibility over the outcome of a project, are 
not major federal actions.169 This definition reflects an intent to 
cement and codify the courts’ jurisprudence regarding “small 
federal handle” to limit when NEPA applies to projects with fed-
eral and non-federal components.170 The definition also goes a 
step further and states that extraterritorial activities or decisions 
with effects located entirely outside of the United States are 
not major federal actions.171 This definition goes against court 
precedent that NEPA does apply to major federal actions when 
they occur outside of the U.S.172 The codification of the courts 
jurisprudence on functional equivalence, non-discretionary, and 
“small federal handle” exemptions together with the expansion 
of exemptions to include extraterritorial federal actions combine 
to cement harmful precedent that goes against the intent of 
NEPA for federal agencies to review the impacts of all major 
federal actions significantly affecting the environment and 
denies the public the opportunity to review and comment on 
these actions.173

b . ReviSion oF the RequiRementS  
to conSiDeR alteRnativeS

The Trump Administration CEQ rulemaking significantly 
modifies the consideration of alternatives in an EIS.174 The 
new regulations modify the provision from a requirement to 
“rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable 
alternatives” to requiring only that agencies “evaluate reason-
able alternatives to the proposed action” and to “limit their 
consideration to a reasonable number of alternatives.”175 The 
new regulations further define “reasonable alternative,” a term 
that was previously undefined in the regulations, as “a reason-
able range of alternatives that are technically and economically 
feasible, meet the purpose and need for the proposed action, 
and where applicable meet the goal of the applicant.”176 These 
changes will restrict the consideration of alternatives in EISs, 
overturning decades of court precedent and weakening “the 
heart” of the EIS, which is for federal agencies to take a “hard 
look” by considering the impacts of their proposed action and all 
reasonable alternatives.177

c . Removal oF the DeFinition oF cumulative impactS 
anD ReDeFining “SigniFicantly aFFecting”

The Trump Administration CEQ rulemaking reverses 
decades of court precedent requiring the consideration of cumu-
lative impacts when assessing the environmental impacts of a 

proposed action.178 The new regulations not only remove the 
definition of cumulative effects but also state that effects are not 
significant if they are “remote in time, geographically remote, 
or the result of a lengthy causal claim.”179 This new regulatory 
language will restrict consideration of longer term environmen-
tal impacts or impacts which occur as a composite of multiple 
independent actors, such as how the action will contribute to 
climate change and its environmental impacts.180

D . ReviSionS to encouRage the uSe  
oF categoRical excluSionS

The 1978 CEQ regulations provided for the use of CEs for 
categories of actions that do not individually or cumulatively 
have a significant impact.181 However, a normally categori-
cally excluded activity might require an EA or EIS if it may 
have a significant environmental impact.182 For example, fed-
eral coastal habitat restoration projects which do not involve 
debris removal or substantial sediment placement are categori-
cally excluded but may still require an EA or EIS if they are 
done in an area with endangered species critical habitat such 
as nesting grounds for endangered sea turtles.183 The Trump 
Administration rulemaking seeks to expand the use of CEs by 
allowing actions that would normally fall under a CE but may 
have a significant impact to still be categorically excluded if 
the “agency determines that there are circumstances that lessen 
the impact or other conditions sufficient to avoid significant 
effects.”184 The increased emphasis on the use of CEs allows 
for activities that would normally undergo more substantial 
review under an EA or EIS to be exempted from such review.185 
Similar to the congressional and court established exceptions, 
the expanded use of CEs creates additional carve outs of activi-
ties which do not require review further undermining the intent 
of NEPA for all major federal actions with significant environ-
mental effects to undergo review and for the information to 
be made available to ensure that federal agencies are making 
informed decisions.186

v. reCommendaTIons

NEPA has been dealt many blows over the past fifty years 
from Congress and the courts, but it has survived as a critical 
procedural tool to ensure that federal agencies consider the 
environmental impacts of their actions and to provide a platform 
for informing and meaningfully engaging with the public on 
actions affecting the environment.187 The Trump Administration 
has added a new blow with its Final CEQ rulemaking, which 
both codifies court jurisprudence which has weakened NEPA 
and introduces additional changes, in some cases reversing 
decades of court precedent.188 These changes have ultimately 
weakened NEPA and have hampered the ability for it to achieve 
the national policy that the federal government use “all practi-
cal means and measures” to ensure a sustainable balance 
between humans and the environment for “present and future 
generations.”189 To preserve the intent of NEPA, the courts 
and the Biden Administration should take action to reverse 
the Trump Administration CEQ NEPA regulations and, where 
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possible, consider actions to reverse the harmful precedents set 
by both Congress and the courts.190

There are two possible avenues by which the Trump 
Administration NEPA regulations may be overturned. The first 
is through litigation in the courts to determine that the rulemak-
ing was “arbitrary and capricious, an abuse of discretion, or 
otherwise not in accordance with law” under the APA and the 
second is for the Biden Administration to revise the regulations 
to reverse the Trump Administration changes as well as to imple-
ment additional improvements through the initiated NEPA rule-
making process.191 This Part discusses both of these options and 
ultimately recommends that the Biden Administration reverse 
the Trump Administration changes and implement additional 
NEPA improvements through the initiated two phased NEPA 
rulemaking process.

a . conSiDeRation oF couRt Ruling oveRtuRning  
the tRump aDminiStRation Rulemaking

The court should set aside the Trump Administration CEQ 
NEPA rulemaking for violations under the APA.192 Litigants 
are bringing both substantive claims that CEQ is not entitled 
to Chevron deference because the revisions made are in 
direct conflict with the express intent of Congress and court 
precedent, as well as claims that the rulemaking was arbitrary 
and capricious under the APA for failing to consider relevant 
factors during the rulemaking process.193 The litigants should 
succeed on both claims.

Under Chevron, the first question is whether Congress’ 
intent was clear.194 If so, then there is no room for discretion; 
however, if Congress is unclear, then the agency has discre-
tion to make a reasonable interpretation of the statute.195 In 
this case, the new regulations are clearly in direct conflict 
with both the 1978 NEPA regulations and the court precedent 
interpreting NEPA and these regulations, particularly regard-
ing the requirement for agencies to take a “hard look” at the 
environmental impacts of proposed actions and to consider all 
reasonable alternatives to such action and to consider cumula-
tive impacts.196 In addition, the rulemaking contradicts court 
precedent that NEPA does apply to extraterritorial major 
federal actions.197 The Supreme Court has continually held 
that where there is stare decisis it trumps any deference to the 
agency under Chevron so the court should find that where the 
Trump Administration rulemaking conflicts with stare decisis, 
the rulemaking is not valid.198

In addition, the litigants’ assertions that CEQ acted arbi-
trarily and capriciously in failing to consider relevant factors 
during the rulemaking process should succeed.199 In making its 
decision, CEQ relied upon a goal of reducing delay and foster-
ing an economic benefit, rather than advancing the purposes 
of NEPA to ensure that both the federal government and the 
public are informed about the environmental impacts of major 
federal actions contrary to its legal requirement.200 It failed to 
consider the impacts of the rulemaking as a major federal action, 
which will significantly harm the environment and failed to 
adequately consider alternative actions.201 It also failed to take 

into consideration reliance on the 1978 regulations and court 
precedent, and it failed to provide sufficient explanations to 
justify its actions and decisions throughout the decision making 
process.202 It further failed to meet its requirement to respond to 
all significant comments raised in the public comment processes 
and to address these concerns in the final rule.203 The plaintiffs 
in the pending cases have provided significant evidence in the 
record to support these claims, and the courts should find that 
CEQ acted arbitrarily and capriciously.204

Should the NEPA rulemaking be found to be arbitrary and 
capricious by the courts, the rulemaking would be set aside but 
the congressional and court precedent will still stand, includ-
ing the new provisions under the Infrastructure Investment and 
Jobs Act.205 Ultimately, only a new rulemaking by the Biden 
Administration would both overturn the harmful impacts of 
the Trump Administration rulemaking and enable action to 
address harmful court precedent. As of publication of this 
article, the Biden Administration has issued an interim final 
rulemaking extending the deadline by which federal agencies 
must develop or revise their NEPA procedures to comply with 
the 2020 Trump Administration NEPA Rule.206 The Biden 
Administration has also initiated the first phase of a two phased 
NEPA rulemaking process with the objective of “restoring 
basic community safeguards” in the NEPA process.207 As a 
result, the courts have stayed the majority of the cases pend-
ing Biden Administration action.208 While one of the cases was 
dismissed by the district court as unripe and the plaintiffs have 
subsequently appealed.209

b . RecommenDation that the biDen aDminiStRation 
initiate a new nepa Rulemaking pRoceSS

The Biden Administration should reverse the Trump 
Administration rulemaking and strengthen NEPA by filling in the 
gaps left by the 1978 regulations through its two phased NEPA 
rulemaking process.210 The Biden Administration interim rule 
delaying implementation requirements provides a temporary 
reprieve from the harmful effects of the Trump Administration 
NEPA rule. However, the Biden Administration can, and should, 
directly and comprehensively address the Trump Administration 
rule’s harmful provisions and problematic court precedent.211

President Biden initiated consideration of the rulemaking 
process with the issuance of Executive Order 13,990, which 
rescinded the former President Trump’s Executive Order 13,807 
directing CEQ review of NEPA.212 Executive Order 13,990 also 
directed CEQ and the Director of the White House Office of 
Management and Budget to determine if a replacement execu-
tive order, and subsequently a replacement rulemaking should 
be issued.213 Subsequently, the Biden Administration initiated a 
two phased rulemaking process with the publication of a Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking (“NPRM”) to “restore basic commu-
nity safeguards” in the NEPA process.214

The Biden Administration states in the NPRM that the 
objective of the first phase of the rulemaking process is to 
address provisions that “pose significant near-term interpretation 
or implementation challenges” which would impact agencies 
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during the period before the second phase is completed, pro-
visions that should be reverted to the 1978 NEPA regulations 
approach, and provisions that likely will not be further revised 
under the second phase.215 The proposed changes in the first 
phase include restoring the language requiring federal agencies 
to look at the cumulative impacts of proposed decisions,216 to 
allow agencies to establish their own NEPA procedures with 
the CEQ Regulations as the minimum requirements,217 and to 
remove language restraining consideration of alternatives.218 
In the second phase, the Administration will take a more broad 
look at the 2020 NEPA regulations to assess further revisions 
necessary to ensure an effective and efficient NEPA process 
while maintaining the intent of NEPA.219

In the new two phased rulemaking, the Biden Administration 
should reverse the revisions made by the Trump Administration 
rulemaking and consider additional revisions to strengthen 
NEPA. In addition to reversing the 2020 NEPA provisions elimi-
nating cumulative impacts, restricting the consideration of alter-
natives, and restricting agencies from implementing additional 
NEPA procedures in the first phase of rulemaking, the Biden 
Administration should consider the following additional rever-
sions and revisions for the second phase.220

First, the Biden Administration should reverse the codi-
fication exemptions for non-discretionary actions and further 
require the review of non-discretionary actions to ensure that 
both the federal agency and the public are informed about 
the impacts of these actions. This will ensure that the intent 
of NEPA for federal agencies to look at the environmental 
impacts of all major federal actions before they act and to 
inform the public are met.221 The Biden Administration should 
also provide clear direction on when a non-federal action with 
a federal component is federalized, both to provide clarity on 
when a federal action federalizes a project and to ensure that 
projects with federal components that have significant envi-
ronmental impacts are not being exempted from NEPA review. 
The new rule should require: 1) when a project cannot go 
forward without the federal action, the project is federalized; 
and 2) if the project under the NEPA significant effect analy-
sis or the results of an EA is determined to have a significant 
environmental effect, then it is federalized and considered a 
major federal action no matter the size of the federal agency’s 
role.222 These changes would counter existing court precedent 
and may be challenged in the courts as contrary to the principle 
of stare decisis.223 However, such challenge would likely not 
succeed because while the general rule is that stare decisis 
trumps Chevron deference, the Supreme Court has also rec-
ognized that stare decisis is not an “inexorable command” and 
precedent may be overturned by rulemakings by administrative 
agencies where they are properly exercising their delegated 
authority to interpret statutes they administer and the inter-
pretation is “neither arbitrary, capricious, nor in clear conflict 
with the meaning of the statute.”224 In this case CEQ has the 
delegated authority to interpret NEPA, the change is neither 
arbitrary nor capricious, and it adheres to the clear intent of 

NEPA; therefore, the court should give CEQ Chevron defer-
ence to issue this regulation.225

The Trump Administration rulemaking was driven by a 
desire to “streamline” and simplify the NEPA processes, and 
this is likely to remain a strong interest of industry; thus, the 
Biden administration should consider revisions that will provide 
options for reducing the burden of NEPA while maintaining the 
requirements to take a hard look at the environmental impacts 
of federal actions.226 For example, programmatic EISs are 
authorized under both the 1978 and 2020 NEPA regulations.227 
Rather than promoting and expanding the use of CEs, which 
eliminate the requirement to look at environmental impacts, 
the Biden Administration should promote and expand the use 
of programmatic EISs, which conduct a review of the environ-
mental impacts of a variety of activities and undergo the public 
notice-and-comment process.228 Once the EIS is completed, the 
activities that fall within the programmatic EIS do not require 
further review unless they differ from the actions assessed under 
the programmatic EIS.229 However, regulatory action to limit the 
use of CEs as newly required under the Infrastructure Investment 
and Jobs Act since Congress has clearly spoken in this case and 
CEQ would not have deference under Chevron.230

In addition, the Biden Administration should issue regula-
tions providing for injunctive relief to restrict major federal 
actions from proceeding while decisions on NEPA violations are 
pending in litigation.231 This change would clarify an ambigu-
ity in court precedent arising after Winter regarding the weight 
given to the irreparable harm to the environment likely to occur 
without a preliminary injunction and where money damages 
cannot adequately remedy the injury.232 This will provide clarity 
across jurisdictions, adhere to the intent of NEPA that major fed-
eral actions should not proceed prior to completion of required 
environmental reviews, and ensure that there is not an incentive 
to “hurry up and build” while litigation is ongoing.233 Such a 
change may be as contrary to the principle of stare decisis.234 
However, because there is ambiguity in the rulings on the issue 
across jurisdictions, CEQ has the delegated authority to inter-
pret NEPA, the change is neither arbitrary nor capricious, and 
it adheres to the clear intent of NEPA, CEQ should be given 
Chevron deference to issue this regulation.235

ConClusIon

NEPA provides a critical procedural tool to ensure that 
federal agencies take a hard look at the environmental impacts 
of their actions to provide the public with information and 
opportunities for meaningful engagement.236 The effectiveness 
of NEPA has been weakened over the past fifty years by con-
gressional actions, court decisions, and most recently the Trump 
Administration’s CEQ NEPA rulemaking limiting when NEPA 
applies, and the extent of the environmental analysis required 
when it does.237

Actions should be taken by the Courts and the Biden 
Administration to reverse the damage done by the Trump 
Administration rulemaking and, where possible, to provide for 
provisions to strengthen NEPA to ensure it is able to achieve 
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the national policy that the federal government use “all prac-
tical means and measures” to ensure a sustainable balance 
between humans and the environment for “present and future 
generations.”238 While the courts may be able to set aside the rule-
making as arbitrary and capricious, this will only serve to reverse 
the most recent harm inflicted by the Trump Administration.239 
To accomplish both this reversal and to strengthen NEPA by 
addressing actions taken by Congress and decisions of the court 

that have weakened NEPA, the Biden Administration should use 
the initiated two phased rulemaking process to both reverse the 
harmful provisions of the 2020 Trump Administration NEPA 
rulemaking and consider provisions to eliminate exemptions and 
restrictions which have hampered the application of NEPA and 
to restrict, if possible, the ability for projects to move forward 
while litigation is ongoing regarding NEPA violations.240  
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paving a path to inDepenDent tiny living:  
an intRoDuction to RoaDblockS
Jaclyn Troutner*

InTroduCTIon

“Tiny living” is a growing trend in which small-scale, eco-
conscious housing is used as an alternative means for home-
ownership. Tiny homes are smaller than the average detached 
home with the appearance and character of a traditional free-
standing residential home. They are one-story, single-occupant 
dwellings and usually constructed on a trailer base for towing.1 
State-of-the-art building techniques provide a lower environ-
mental burden and utility cost per square foot.2 Due to their 
smaller size, tiny homes are cheaper with an average price 
of $52,000, opening a wider door to home ownership.3 The 
typical design is to include all the standard amenities and aes-
thetical elements of the typical single-family home, but with a 
focus on hyper-efficiency in space utilization, all in about 225 
square feet.4 The smaller size provides opportunity for a luxury 
aesthetic detached from the traditional enclosed apartment 
structure or condominium.

Tiny homes are single-occupant dwellings, meaning they are 
stand-alone structures with permanent provisions for sleeping, 
cooking, eating, living, and sanitation.5 However, tiny homes are 
substantially smaller than a typical house, leading to confusion 
as to how to classify the structure within a jurisdiction’s existing 
building codes and zoning restrictions.6

CodIng fIT for habITaTIon

Jurisdictions adopt and enforce codes to provide a mini-
mum consistency of safety to protect building occupants and 
nearby properties from fire, structural failure, or building use.7 
Jurisdictions adopt codes that define structural requirements for 
dwellings such as ceiling height and egress minimums.8 The 
development of codes and classification types are usually done 
by third-party regulatory authorities, such as the International 
Code Council or the International Conference of Building 
Officials, at no cost to municipalities.9 A jurisdiction can adopt 
code classification standards drafted by the third party regula-
tory authorities for local application.10 As a model code, the 
International Building Code (“IBC”) is intended to be adopted 
in accordance with the laws and procedures of a governmental 
jurisdiction, and some jurisdictions amend the code in the pro-
cess to reflect local practices and laws.11

CodIng a model soluTIon

The code applicable to a dwelling will depend on how the 
jurisdiction chooses to classify the dwelling. For example, if a 
jurisdiction classifies a dwelling as a single-family home, the 
residential code requirements for a single-family home will 
apply, resulting in ceiling and doorway height minimums that 
are impractical, if not impossible, to accommodate in the tiny 
home’s small size.12

The Tiny Home Appendix Q Coding Classification was a 
direct response to this problem by tiny home enthusiasts, archi-
tects, and other stockholders.13 The 2018 International Residential 
Code created Appendix Q for jurisdictional adoption.14 Appendix 
Q defines a tiny home as a dwelling that is 400 square feet or 
less in floor area, excluding lofts.15 Appendix Q specifically tai-
lors its set of code requirements to ensure that the house is safe 
for occupancy.16 Appendix Q incorporates many typical code 
requirements, such as multiple egress locations, minimum calling 
heights, and handrails, while relaxing some otherwise specific 
requirements to acknowledge the home’s smaller size.17

Appendix Q was then modified in 2021 to create Appendix 
AQ, which is to be included in the 2021 International Residential 
Codes.18 However, a jurisdiction that adopted Appendix Q does 
not automatically adopt the changes from appendix AQ—the 
jurisdiction must vote to adopt Appendix AQ as a replacement 
for Appendix Q.19

Individual jurisdictions in thirty states have adopted 
Appendix Q as a dwelling classification type.20 However, some 
jurisdictions have restrictions on where an Appendix Q tiny 
home can be placed or have additional coding modifications. 
Tiny homeowners may need to adhere to municipal utility con-
nection and concrete foundation requirements rather than refus-
ing to tie their tiny home to the land.21 Though such a tolerance 
may pose an annoyance for individuals who wish to live “off 
grid,” the existence of tiny recognition with code requirements 
places the existence of the classification on the table for future 
amendments.

Adopting tiny home codes and classifications in one 
jurisdiction can be a building block to the spread of tiny home 
acceptance throughout a state or area.22 In the same way that 
states can model their building codes from international code 
organizations, municipalities can model their own adoption off 
those before them.23 Finally, tiny owners sacrificing an entirely 
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off-grid lifestyle can help speed the process of classification 
allowance in general zones.

ClassIfICaTIon and ZonIng roadbloCKs

Zoning regulations may address many issues that could 
affect the placement or use of a tiny home. This could include 
what type of structure classification can be placed on a lot, or lot 
size, sewage, water, and electrical requirements.24 Even when up 
to a municipality’s code, dwellers struggle to find a location to 
“park” their tiny home due to zoning restrictions.

Most jurisdictions do not recognize a tiny home as an inde-
pendently permanent home. For example, some jurisdictions 
permit a tiny home to exist on a plot of land so long as it is 
classified as an Accessory Dwelling Unit (“ADU”). The ADU 
classification requires that the tiny home be on a plot of land that 
is shared with a “primary residence” (such as a traditional single 
family home) that is owned by the owner of the tiny home.25 
For example, tiny homes in Washington, D.C. can only be used 
as an ADU on the land of a larger, self-owned property.26 The 
ADU requirement is contrary to the actual goal of a tiny home—
instead of owning one small home on a self-owned plot of land, 
the tiny home owner must have two homes with the tiny home 
being akin to a guest house rather than an independently recog-
nized dwelling. Even if a deal is made with a neighbor, the ADU 
classification leaves tiny home owners dependent on renting land 
and at the will of the property owner, both greatly reducing the 
independence and cost-savings desired in tiny home ownership.

Other jurisdictions classify tiny homes as Recreational 
Vehicles (“RV”) due to the standard practice of building the 
tiny home on a towable trailer base. The RV classification is 
problematic as it is not unusual for residentially zoned lots to 
have ordinances that limit the amount of time an individual 
can “park” an RV on a property.27 An unlucky tiny homeowner 
may be accused of “camping” because their “RV” has been on a 
residential plot for too long, and thereby risk eviction from their 
own land.28

Tiny home communities, where all dwellings in a neighbor-
hood are tiny homes, have sought commercial zoning as RV 
campgrounds so as to incorporate long-term tiny home parking 
without classification concerns for neighborhood residents. In 
this method, a trailer-based tiny home is classified as an RV 
to be parked on commercially zoned land tolerable to “camp-
ing.” Lakeview, Oregon, has an RV campground that offers tiny 
home lots of land for purchase at $12,500, or for rent at $400 
a month.29 Communities such as Tiny Tranquility in Portland, 
Oregon, offer plots of land for long term rental around $700 a 
month.30 Though rental of land may be attractive to travelers, it 
is contradictory to long-term investment of homeownership by 
perpetuating housing costs that would have been otherwise spent 
in apartment rental or mortgage. Land rental is a non-permanent 
solution to individuals that wish to put down roots in a single 
area and keep their cost of living down. Renting also limits the 
usage rights of the land itself—the owner of the land may restrict 
the renter from modifying the landscaping of the land.

sPeCIalIZed ZonIng

Creating tiny home-specific zoning is possible, but it 
requires a greater number of coordinating elements, such as 
public interest, available and useable land, and possibly private-
developer interest. In the same way that a skyscraper would 
visually stick out amongst farmland, a tiny home may visually 
disrupt a suburban neighborhood of homes of a similar, “stan-
dard” size and appearance.31 Single Room Occupancy (“SRO”) 
cottage communities in Washington, Alaska, New York, and 
Ohio have found success in using specific land zoning for SRO-
coded dwellings to allow tiny living without disrupting the com-
munities already present.32

In Washington, tiny homes have found success under a 
new category of dwelling unit––SRO units.33 The Olympia, 
Washington Municipal Code defined SROs as “[a] single room 
occupancy sleeping unit [which] must be at least 120 square feet 
and have unencumbered access to both sanitary, classification 
as an “facilities and a full, common kitchen facility.”34 Olympia 
designated “SRO specific land” with specialized code and 
appearance regulations. Similarly, Quixote Village of Olympia 
used the SRO definition to create a specific zoning density 
requirement—thirty SROs for a two-acre plot maximum, keep-
ing population and property tax rates up for the area.35 The defi-
nition of SRO and “SRO specific land” may assist more uniform 
zoning requirements between states to ease tiny dweller’s needs 
for “parking” their homes.

InCorPoraTIng TIny homes as IndePendenT 
housIng In exIsTIng ZonIng

Formally classifying tiny homes as an alternative and 
equivalent means of living to traditional housing offers tiny 
homeowners a method to live in a tiny home within municipali-
ties without violating housing codes.

Some municipalities have welcomed the tiny home as an 
independent residential dwelling through the adoption of spe-
cialized classification. The municipality of Spur, Texas classified 
tiny homes as a “Tiny Home on Wheels” (THOW) and allowed 
THOW’s to be parked on residential lots. The THOW recogni-
tion incorporates the reality that most tiny homes are manufac-
tured to include wheels and be towable but have a visual and 
functional character closer to a traditional home than an RV or 
camping trailer. Using the THOW classification as a foundation, 
Spur then included enforced requirements for THOW parking 
on independently owned plots in Spur, such as connection to city 
utilities, cement foundation, removal of the home’s wheels once 
on the lot, and a driveway leading to a public-access road.36 The 
wheel removal and driveway requirements recognize the mobile 
origins of the tiny home, while enforcing incorporation of the 
home into the rest of the city through utility connection. As “the 
first tiny home friendly town,” Spur encourages the sale of pri-
vate lots specifically for individuals to park their tiny home.37 
Spur’s encouragement of tiny living is a response to its interest 
in population and economic growth.38
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In contrast, the town of Briley, Michigan has created a 
simpler approach. Briley created a classification for tiny homes 
as an “Economy Efficient Dwelling.”39 The Economy Efficient 
Dwelling must be no smaller than 240 square feet with a mini-
mum height of twelve feet, and a minimum length of twenty 
feet.40 The dwelling must also adhere to Michigan building 
and sanitary codes and qualify for a certificate of occupancy.41 
The Economically Efficient Dwelling Classification is the most 
comparable classification to the traditional single family home, 
recognizing the tiny home as an independent structure while 
codifying the small character of the home.

ConClusIon

No matter the method, local level tiny home friendly 
ordinances will only occur if there is current and longstand-
ing interest within the jurisdiction. There is little financial or 
community incentive for municipalities to initiate the effort of 
introducing, polling, and considering code and zoning adjust-
ment if there is not a locally high demand. It will be up to tiny 
home enthusiasts to organize and encourage municipalities to 
adopt codes that recognize the tiny home as an independent 
dwelling and permit the tiny home to independently exist on 
residentially zoned land.  

continued on page 38
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biSon, tRibeS, anD bRucelloSiS in the 
inteRagency biSon management plan
Bailey Nickoloff*

InTroduCTIon

It would be in the best interest of the Interagency Bison 
Management Plan (“IBMP”) and its affiliated agencies to allow 
Tribal governments and Tribal members to hunt bison within 
Yellowstone National Park (“YNP”). This would help to reduce 
the spread of brucellosis, reduce the environmental impacts 
from bison in YNP, and honor the treaties signed between the 
United States and Tribal governments. These agencies can 
accomplish this by implementing treaty hunting rights in a new 
Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) and within an existing 
legal framework.

baCKground: hIsTorICal InformaTIon  
on The amerICan bIson

Historically, the American Bison are vitally important to 
many of the Indigenous people of the United States.1 At the 
beginning of the 19th century, millions of bison roamed the 
American West with herds stretching from Canada to Mexico.2 
During the same century, as railroads expanded and waves of 
settlers moved westward through the plains, the settlers and the 
United States government killed an estimated fifty million bison 
for food and sport.3 A more sinister goal of the slaughter was to 
eliminate the Indigenous peoples’ source of food, thus driving 
them from the land and accelerating westward expansion.4 What 
was once a strong and healthy bison population numbered in the 
millions was then estimated to be less than 1,000 toward the end 
of the 19th century.5

In 1902, only two dozen bison were left in YNP.6 Since that 
time, conservation efforts helped the bison population rebound 
to what is now approximately 500,000 across North America.7 
Roughly 5,000 of these bison now live in YNP, which is the larg-
est population living on public lands.8

The InTeragenCy bIson managemenT Plan  
and ITs Issues

One of the most successful conservation efforts concerning 
the Yellowstone Bison is the IBMP.9 In 2000, the Department of 
the Interior (“DOI”) released a Record of Decision (“ROD”) cre-
ating the IBMP, which consists of several government, state, and 
tribal agencies, including the National Park Service (“NPS”), 
United States Department of Agriculture (“USDA”)-Forest 
Service (“USFS”), USDA-Animal & Plant Health Inspection 
Service (“APHIS”), Montana Department of Livestock, and 
Montana Fish Wildlife & Parks, the Confederated Salish 

Kootenai Tribe, the Nez Perce Tribe, and the InterTribal Buffalo 
Council.10

Every year, these agencies meet to discuss bison popula-
tions and determine how many bison to remove from YNP so 
as to maintain a viable population based on biology, genetics, 
and ecology.11 Removal methods include hazing (herding), 
issuing hunting permits through the Montana Fish, Wildlife 
& Parks along the Montana border of YNP, allowing tribes to 
exercise their treaty hunting rights in the Greater Yellowstone 
Area (“GYA”), and culling through consignment to slaughter 
or quarantine facilities.12 Another major goal of the IBMP is to 
keep the Yellowstone Bison brucellosis-free, thus keeping the 
bison healthy and preventing the spread to cattle that graze in 
the GYA.13

In recent years, the IBMP’s management of bison in the 
GYA and YNP, and the spread of brucellosis from bison to cattle, 
has been a major subject of controversy and litigation.14 For 
example, hunting is limited to areas outside the park because 
hunting within YNP is strictly prohibited by the NPS.15 Due to 
the limited area and time in which tribes and hunters can cull 
bison, it raises safety concerns for those who live on the borders 
of the park where the bison roam.16 Residents who live near the 
slaughter express potential harm from disease from rotting bison 
corpses and damage to their property from hunter’s stray bul-
lets.17 Additionally, those who criticize the IBMP argue that too 
many bison currently reside in the park, causing damage to the 
environment and ecosystem.18 Furthermore, a 2017 study from 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
found that elk were the main culprit in spreading brucellosis to 
livestock within the GYA, and not bison, calling into question 
the need for the IBMP and the challenges of managing wild 
elk.19

PossIble soluTIons:  
seCurIng TrIbal TreaTy hunTIng rIghTs  

To yellowsTone naTIonal ParK bIson

However, the IBMP’s solutions to these problems come 
with their own issues. Environmental groups would like to see 
bison roam freely on public lands in Montana, thus creating 
more room for the bison to roam; however, this is often met with 
hostility from ranchers who graze their livestock near YNP.20 
While elk are the main culprit in spreading brucellosis to cattle, 
the remote possibility of the spread of the disease from bison to 
livestock leaves ranchers weary of allowing bison on Montana 

* J.D. Candidate, American University Washington College of Law, 2022.
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public lands.21 Another solution is allowing tribes to exercise 
their treaty hunting rights within YNP, thus reducing the risk 
of harm from hunting activities at YNP boarders and helping to 
maintain viable bison populations in the park; however, as previ-
ously mentioned, YNP and its agencies prohibit hunting within 
the park, despite the agencies recognizing tribal treaty hunting 
rights.22 The NPS argues that if it were to allow hunting within 
the park’s exterior boundaries, it would alter the behavior of the 
bison, causing aesthetic harm to visitors who come to see the 
bison.23

The complexities of these issues have not gone unnoticed 
by the IBMP agencies. As of the writing of this paper, the DOI 
agreed to initiate an additional EIS to supplement its original 
ROD from 2000.24 One solution the DOI and its partnering 
agencies can consider in the new EIS is allowing tribes to exer-
cise their treaty hunting rights in YNP. The DOI and the NPS 
could allow tribal hunting in YNP, and the recent Supreme Court 
ruling in Herrera v. Wyoming provides a promising outlook to 

allow tribal hunting in the National Park System.25 While the 
Herrera court dealt with the Bighorn National Forest (an area 
managed by USFS), it may be in the Tribes’ best interest to con-
sult with the DOI to determine their eligibility to hunt in YNP. 
Additionally, in September 2021, the NPS issued twelve hunting 
permits for the North Rim of Grand Canyon National Park—the 
first time the agency allowed hunting in a National Park.26 This 
additional fact reinforces the DOI’s and the NPS’s ability to 
issue hunting permits and regulate hunting, generally.

ConClusIon

The DOI has the ability to issue hunting permits and, argu-
ably, can give priority of these permits to tribal members. While 
this plan would be slightly different from the DOI’s plan in Grand 
Canyon National Park, the model and method of issuing permits 
would be similar. This is something the DOI and the NPS should 
consider for their forthcoming EIS, as it would help maintain 
the goals of the IBMP and, more importantly, would honor the 
treaties between the United States and Tribal governments.   
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InTroduCTIon

Plastic pollution has attracted a tremendous amount of 
attention and press coverage in early 2021 as evidenced in news 
stories; an episode of John Oliver’s show, “Last Week Tonight”; 
and a viral tweet from Greta Thunberg highlighting a study 
linking plastic pollution to human penises shrinking.1 These 
eye-catching pieces stemmed from Dr. Shanna H. Swan’s work 
that culminated in her book, Count Down: How Our Modern 
World Is Threatening Sperm Counts, Altering Male and Female 
Reproductive Development, and Imperiling the Future of the 
Human Race.2 Other articles have highlighted plastic pollution’s 
impact on polar bears, which causes their penis bones to lose 
density and become vulnerable to fracturing when they attempt 
to procreate.3 The severity of plastic pollution has reached a 
critical tipping point. Plastic pollution is not just changing life-
styles; it is changing humans and nature on a biological level.

The production and consumption of plastic is unsustainable 
for three reasons. First, the production of plastic is tied to fossil 
fuels, which are finite resources.4 Second, the emissions associ-
ated with plastic production and disposal contribute significantly 
to climate change.5 Third, plastic is unsustainable because it has 
no good place to go. Even when it can be recycled, which is 
not necessarily a given, it is often downcycled.6 This means that 
plastic recycled today is often turned into a product that cannot 
be recycled later.7 It is waste.

The costs of fossil fuel extraction are evident in the large 
volume of oil and gas exploration and production undertaken 
nationwide. Production and incineration of plastics emits toxic 
chemicals into the air. According to a Center for International 
Environmental Law (“CIEL”) report, in 2030, emissions from 
the plastic lifecycle could hit 1.34 gigatons annually.8 CIEL 
notes that emissions-wise that figure equates to roughly 295 
new 500-megawatt coal-fired power plants.9 Even plastics that 
make it to a recycling center are rarely given a second life. It 
is estimated that only 2.5% of U.S. plastics are ever recycled.10 
The vast majority of plastic waste either accumulates in landfills 
or is incinerated, which contributes to increased CO2 emissions, 
exacerbates climate change and disproportionately impacts 
communities of color and the underserved.11

Recently, however, incinerator production has declined due 
to economic conditions and issues related to maintaining facili-
ties.12 If incineration facilities are to be phased out, then the U.S. 
must determine the best paths forward to address the increased 
accumulation of plastic waste through the prism of climate jus-
tice.13 Recycling as it is practiced today is not an option.

The plastic industry misled the public when it asserted that 
products were recyclable.14 The industry framed plastic pol-
lution as an issue created by consumers who did not recycle, 
and not by the manufacturers who continued to produce plastic 
products that could not or would not be recycled because recy-
cling was impractical or possible only in theory.15 Nevertheless, 
plastic products were slapped with the universally recognizable 
recycling symbol: the triangular, three-arrowed, Mobius strip 
logo. This is not the first time industry has deliberately misled 

the public regarding the hazards of fossil fuel based products.16 
The oil and gas industry was one of the first entities to under-
stand the implications of climate change; however, instead of 
being part of the solution, they dug their heels in and vigor-
ously opposed policies designed to mitigate environmental 
harms stemming from climate change and the nation’s reliance 
on fossil fuels.17 It is unsurprising that the plastic industry is 
employing a similar tactic.

One possible regulatory response to the plastic waste issue 
would be comprehensive front-end regulation (i.e., labeling).18 
Even considering past regulatory progress and victories in the 
courts regarding labeling, altering current consumer behaviors 
will be challenging when it comes to plastic usage and consump-
tion. Just as tobacco and alcohol products are labeled to reflect 
health and safety implications, proper labeling of plastics might 
inform consumers that certain plastics are indeed not recyclable, 
either because their chemical makeup precludes it or because it 
is simply too expensive to recycle them.

Consumers should be informed that the plastic products they 
consume will end up in a landfill or incinerator, as this is mate-
rial information regarding the purchased product. The problem 
with a front-end regulatory approach is that it once again places 
the onus on consumers who are traditionally and historically 
the ones with the least flexibility and power. Consumers make 
their own decisions but not under conditions and frameworks of 
their own choosing. They buy what is readily available, and the 
resulting waste ultimately is disposed in communities that are 
already overburdened and underserved.19

Back-end regulation is the primary focus of this article. This 
regulatory strategy requires producers, manufacturers, and/or 
sellers to take responsibility for the product after the consumer is 
done with it and its useful life has expired. Back-end regulation 
can deter manufacturers from producing plastics beyond what 
the environment can bear. Until plastics production is financially 
unappealing, it will continue unabated. By holding producers 
responsible for what they generate, it may be possible to protect 
the environment and relieve the burden on marginalized popula-
tions forced to shoulder the burden of plastic.

The plastics industry is best positioned to minimize the 
harmful impact that their products have on communities. The 
major problem the U.S. faces is deciding how best to manage 
existing plastic waste and doing so in a way that protects vulner-
able populations and disincentivizes plastic proliferation. Even 
if the U.S. ceased all plastic production tomorrow, the nation 
would still be left holding the proverbial, and likely plastic, bag.

As long as there are no economic incentives for manufac-
turers to reconsider plastic production, little will change. Plastic 
waste poses both short-term (i.e., harmful incineration fumes 
and residual ash) and long-term hazards (i.e., CO2 emissions 
from incineration and accumulation of plastic trash–both in 
landfills and on the land/seascape) to low-income communities 
and underserved communities of color that typically live close 
to landfills and incinerators.20 This article addresses how best to 
manage plastic waste in a way that meets climate justice prin-
ciples and standards.
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Part I of this article discusses the ways plastic waste con-
tributes to climate change and the harm and risk it poses to 
underserved communities in the U.S. Part II reviews the current 
legal framework that is in place to address waste management 
issues. It explores how the Federal government addresses social 
justice concerns and environmental challenges posed by waste 
generation through the Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act (“RCRA”). Part II also examines how California, Maine, 
and Maryland are pushing stewardship laws as a way to hold 
private entities accountable for the waste they generate. Part III 
explores solutions to the plastic waste problem while incorpo-
rating climate justice principles through effective plastic waste 
management. It recommends adoption of stewardship laws at the 
state and federal level as valuable tools to address the challenges 
and harms posed by plastics. Such laws embody core principles 
of climate justice and ensure that vulnerable populations are not 
the first to be sacrificed as the nation begins to grapple with the 
visible and imminent climate crisis.

I. baCKground: PlasTIC, PlasTIC everywhere

Climate change is the greatest existential threat to the global 
community. It is real and it is happening now, yet it is in dispute 
by some.21 Theories of a sun-centric solar system and spherical 
earth were also in dispute at one time, and those world views 
took centuries to become widely accepted. 22 Yet the world does 
not have a moment to lose in accepting the reality of climate 
change. Global temperatures and seas are rising, glaciers and ice 
caps are melting, flooding and storm events (i.e., hurricanes, tsu-
namis, tornados) are on the rise both in frequency and intensity.23 
Additionally, the premise that climate change is human-induced 
has triggered debate between scientists and the ill-informed.24

Researchers from both the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (“NASA”) and the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”) have determined that 
current climate change events are more than 95% likely to be 
caused by anthropogenic factors.25 Neither academics nor the 
petroleum industry questions that climate change is real and 
largely resulting from the human consumption of fossil fuels. 
Oil and gas manufacturers knew of the potentially dire envi-
ronmental consequences in the late 1960s – and even they were 
worried.26 By the 1980s, ExxonMobil was actively funding a 
“climate denial” campaign to keep consumers ignorant, or at 
least skeptical, of climate change.27 In the meantime, the world 
was cooking, and the poorest and most vulnerable were the first 
into the pot.

a . climate change anD plaStic: the Reality we See

Plastics play a special role in the climate change crisis. 
Plastic is cheap, in immediate economic terms. It is virtually 
impossible to avoid inadvertently purchasing some plas-
tic product when leaving a store. It has become a part of our 
everyday lives – plastic is ubiquitous.28 Plastic is obsequious, 
literally “oily,” and a welcome servant in our modern world. Its 
convenience and flexibility have made it indispensable – again 
literally, we cannot get rid of it. However, perhaps the biggest 

problem with plastic is that its relationship to climate change 
is hidden from the consumer.29 At every stage in its lifecycle, 
plastics are problematic for the climate.30 A resolution to the cur-
rent crisis may be found through a better understanding of where 
plastics come from, what they do in the environment, and where 
they end up, because they do not just “go away.”

1. Where Plastics come From

Plastics are primarily derived from non-renewable fossil 
fuels: coal, oil, and especially natural gas.31 These resources 
are the result of heat and pressure on organic matter that was 
deposited in geologic (primarily shale) strata ten perhaps 300 
or 400 million years ago.32 That fossil fuels come from natural 
plant and animal remains, however, does not make them readily 
renewable. They are called fossil fuels not just because of their 
ancient origins but because specific fossilized organisms are 
found in the sedimentary rock layers with coal, oil, and gas.33 
Before drilling or mining ensues, oil and gas exploration usually 
entails an analysis of core samples to identify indicator species 
of fossils confirming that a given site is worthy of resource 
extraction.34 The fossil fuel extraction process itself, a precursor 
to plastic production, uses fossil fuel.35 In the recovery phase, 
methane, a potent greenhouse gas, is often released.36 As such, 
at its very inception, plastic production exacerbates climate 
change impacts.37

Human-made plastics have been around for nearly 
two centuries. The earliest plastics were created from plant 
fibers, specifically cellulose from plant cell walls. The first 
plastic, nitrocellulose, was the creation of Henri Braconnot 
(1780–1855).38 His discovery in 1833 ultimately led to the 
production of plastic billiard balls as a substitute for scarce 
ivory.39 Celluloid, another plant-based plastic, was produced 
by Alexander Parkes (1813–1890) and exhibited in London in 
1862.40 Plastic discoveries and production exploded shortly 
thereafter. In 1909, Leo Hendrik Baekeland was first to coin 
the term “plastics,” and the rest is history.41

In chemical composition, plastic is classified as a polymer 
(from Greek—“many parts”).42 There are naturally occurring 
polymers such as rubber latex (a plant exudate typically from the 
rubber tree), silk fiber (from spiders and silkworms) and cellu-
lose (from plants).43 Human-contrived polymers have come from 
reconfigurations of renewable plant fibers (e.g., cellophane and 
rayon), and from non-renewable fossil fuel sources (plastics).44 
Polymers are repeating molecular units that are linked to cre-
ate one-dimensional chains, two-dimensional plains, or three-
dimensional solids.45 The backbone of the plastic polymer is 
carbon with attached hydrogen atoms (i.e., a hydrocarbon), but 
can also include oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, chlorine, fluorine, 
phosphorous, and silicon.46 Single chain (linear) plastics are 
categorized as thermoplastic and can be readily melted.47 Two-
dimensional plastics are planar and flexible, and can be used as 
membranes and filters.48 Three-dimensional plastics are gener-
ally hard, brittle synthetics that cannot be melted down and still 
maintain the integrity of the plastic.49 These thermoset plastics 
will burn, not melt, and are virtually impossible to recycle.50
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The molecular structure of plastics is an important char-
acteristic in determining the “recyclability” of the material. 
Anytime a plastic is reheated or melted for recycling it loses a 
bit of its original plasticity.51 Thermoplastics can be recycled, 
but not indefinitely—unlike glass for instance.52 Due to this 
characteristic, each time plastic is recycled it is one step closer to 
the landfill. Another indicator of recyclability is transparency.53 
Amorphous plastics are single chain polymers that often appear 
transparent (e.g., a clear plastic soda bottle).54 These plastics 
are soft and pliable and can be recycled. Three-dimensional, 
crystalline plastics are generally hard and opaque (e.g., Bakelite 
cookware) and not good candidates for recycling.55

Whereas in the transportation realm gas and diesel vehicles 
are making way for greener options, fossil fuel-dependent plas-
tic production is ramping up.56 This may well be the result of the 
oil and gas industry not wanting to lose market share; increased 
plastic production is an industry survival strategy, but at the 
cost of our survival. Fossil fuels and plastics today as inextri-
cably linked and increased production of the latter will sustain a 
demand for petroleum.

2. What Plastics Do

The chemical structure of a plastic largely determines what 
it can be used for and what it can do. Plastics can be flexible or 
ridged, clear or opaque, and their utility extends virtually as far 
as the imagination. The extent to which plastics form crystalline 
structures, hydrocarbon cross-linkages can make them stronger 
and more chemically stable and resistant to breaking down in 
the environment.57 These features are great for car parts, heart 
valves, and prosthetic joints for instance, but they are not easily 
degradable.58 After their usefulness has expired, they will still be 
around centuries later.59

Over time, plastics break down into smaller plastics. The 
worst-case scenario is that the plastic waste generated finds its 
way into the ocean where it can be ingested by wildlife causing 
serious health and reproduction concerns.60 Plastic particulate 
can also make its way into the food system or be released into the 
air.61 The best-case scenario is that the plastic waste is dumped 
in a landfill, where it breaks down into ever smaller pieces of 
plastic and hopefully does not leach toxic chemicals.62

Look on the back of a plastic container and you will likely 
see a Mobius strip with numbers one through seven in the cen-
ter. The numbers assigned to plastics correspond to the specific 
chemical resin from which the plastic is made (i.e., the specific 
kind of hydrocarbon bond within the plastic).63 Each number 
represents a unique resin used to make the plastic. For example, 
plastic that is labeled as one, Polyethylene Terephthalate, can 
be used for clothing, carpet fiber, bottles, food container, and 
molded plastics in general.64 Environmental concerns aside, 
Polyethylene Terephthalate has certain characteristics that make 
it a desirable material. It is clear, tough, heat resistant, imper-
meable to gas and liquid.65 Various/mixed plastics that are typi-
cally labeled with a seven are used in layered plastic packaging, 
resins, and nylon.66 Plastics are in everything from clothing 
and electrical insulation to surgical tubing and chip bags. It is 

embedded into every aspect of life. Given that so much of daily 
life and consumptive habits are dependent on the services that 
plastic provides, it is difficult to live without it.

3. Where Plastic Goes

At the end of its life, plastic is classified as municipal solid 
waste (“MSW”) and the majority of plastic waste goes to land-
fills.67 Unlike glass and metal, which are infinitely recyclable, 
there are only so many times plastic can be recycled before 
it becomes waste. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(“EPA”) estimates that in 2018, approximately thirty-six mil-
lion tons of plastic-MSW was generated.68 Of this, just over 
three million tons were recycled, and six million tons were 
sent to incinerators for energy generation.69 The majority of 
the waste, however, was sent to landfills—a staggering twenty-
seven million tons of plastic trash, amounting to “18.5[%] of 
all MSW landfilled.”70

The plastic waste that is incinerated or disposed of through 
combustion is also problematic. Given that plastic production 
is on the rise, as landfills fill up, more plastic waste could head 
to incinerators, however it is unlikely that incinerators will be 
the prime candidate to handle plastics waste.71 These facilities 
emit greenhouse gases, which only exacerbates climate change 
and poses waste management issues especially to at-risk com-
munities. Where plastic waste goes really matters, especially in 
terms of climate justice. Because both incinerators and landfills 
are located disproportionately near communities of color, these 
neighborhoods bear the brunt of the harmful effects of toxic 
emissions and runaway landfill leachate.72 Fortunately, the prac-
tice of incinerating plastics as a means to address plastic waste 
generation is becoming less accepted in the U.S. and incinera-
tion operations are closing.73 Therefore, it is even more neces-
sary to examine how landfills are going to manage and maintain 
the plastic waste being diverted to their facilities.

Today’s landfills are constructed to mitigate a number of 
potential harms to the environment.74 Landfills are engineered 
to protect groundwater and soil and reduce the impact of landfill 
air emissions.75 While great strides have been taken to improve 
waste management and landfill construction, the simple truth 
remains — landfills leak.76 And although both federal and state 
governments have rules and regulations on landfill management, 
oversight is lacking and the idea of a truly safe landfill is a legal 
fiction at best, if not a myth at worst.77 This is not to demonize 
the worthy pursuit of creating safer landfills; it is only to high-
light that reliance on the idea that humans can trust landfills to 
take care of the waste is misguided.

At the end of their lifecycle, plastics that are properly dis-
posed of will still end up in a landfill because only a tiny percent 
of plastic can be recycled on a never-ending loop. Once there, 
the plastic waste accumulates, and the surrounding community 
must rely on proper landfill management to protect it from 
leachate. However, as the Conservation Law Foundation noted, 
even the EPA acknowledges that “No liner… can keep all liq-
uids out of the ground for all time. Eventually liners will either 
degrade, tear, or crack and will allow liquid to migrate out of the 
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unit,” – and not just any liquid mind you, but toxic effluent.78 
Contaminants from plastic include phthalates, polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCB), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), 
organochlorine pesticides (OCP), Polybrominated diphenyl 
ethers (PBDE), Alkylphenols, Bisphenol A (BPA), and Metals 
(i.e. Cadmium, Zinc, Aluminum).79 These toxins are associated 
with endocrine/fertility disruption, physiologic malformation, 
allergies/asthma, neural disruption, and immune system impair-
ment, and some are carcinogens.80 While plastic provides con-
venience with regards to day-to-day activities, as it breaks down, 
plastics pose a serious long-term threat to the environment and 
to human and non-human animals.81

b . climate juStice anD plaStic:  
the Reality we want

The plastic products Americans buy, use, and throw away 
must go somewhere. That “somewhere” matters because risk is 
not equally distributed within society. Landfills are often placed 
in low-income areas, and communities of color.82 Foisting 
complex waste management decisions on communities already 
overburdened and underserved is precisely the kind of issue that 
climate corrective justice is designed to address.83 Numerous 
articles have cited the disproportionate impact current waste 
management practices have on underserved communities.84 
Since the 1970s, the nation has known that communities of color 
were more likely to have landfills and other undesirable fixtures 
in their community.85

To individuals not living near landfills, it may not sound like 
an overly burdensome fixture; however, given that incineration is 
disfavored, landfills will likely see an increase in plastics being 
diverted to them forcing marginalized communities to shoulder 
the burden at a greater rate. An EPA report on municipal solid 
waste found that waste generation had increased from 8.2%in 
1990 to 12.2% in 2018.86 It is no wonder that states are becom-
ing concerned with the prospect of landfills filling up, and that 
they are struggling to find alternatives to MSW management.87 
Communities that host landfills will be buried in plastics if noth-
ing is done to curb the nation’s plastic addiction.

Concerns about running out of space at landfills are not 
the only concerns for these communities when considering 
the harms that an increase in plastic waste poses.88 Plastics 
sitting in landfills create health risks to the surrounding com-
munities.89 Leachate from MSW facilities may contaminate 
groundwater and soil and plastics can exacerbate the potential 
harm.90 Plastic is derived from non-renewable fossil fuels and 
the chemicals used to produce plastic are hazardous.91 A study 
published in 2011 found that the chemicals used in plastic 
production “may be released during the production, use and 
disposal of the plastic product.”92 Additionally, an article in 
Nature found that “many plastics may be chemically harm-
ful in some contexts — either because they are themselves 
potentially toxic or because they absorb other pollutants.”93 
Essentially, plastics may interact with other harmful waste in 
the landfill and should there be a breach, serious environmen-
tal harm would ensue. Plastic polymers may break down into 

monomers, which can be carcinogens.94 Moreover, there are 
myriad non-plastic related environmental and climate prob-
lems from landfills, such as nuisance odors and emission of 
greenhouse gases from decomposing organic matter.95

Environmental racism has become so pervasive that the 
United Nations (UN) has singled out the United States in a 
recent report highlighting the horrendous environmental rac-
ism in Louisiana’s “Cancer Alley,” so called because it is 
home to “nearly 150 oil refineries, plastics plants and chemi-
cal facilities.”96 While the focus of this article is not on plastic 
plants and their significant impact on climate change and vulner-
able communities, underserved communities are being harmed 
on both the front end and back end of the plastic lifecycle. This 
reality underscores that environmental injustice and exposure 
to environmental hazards is a serious and ongoing problem that 
will not go away on its own, much like plastics.

Climate justice, which falls within the broader environ-
mental justice movement, is a call to action.97 It is that demand, 
not for passive acquiescence of the status quo, but for an active 
pursuit of fairness, that must animate and inform the goal of the 
climate justice movement. The environmental justice framework 
can be viewed from four aspects: distributive justice, procedural 
justice, corrective justice, and social justice.98 While environ-
mental justice is a difficult concept to define, it can generally 
be understood as a results-based premise, with a normative 
equitable end state.99 It is from this fundamental understand-
ing that climate justice can be considered in light of each of the 
aforementioned aspects.

Distributive justice can be understood as equal treatment.100 
Equal treatment in this context is not a race to the bottom (e.g., 
“My community is forced to live next to toxic waste facility so 
your community should have to be home to one, too.”), rather it 
is about equal protection and the sharing of benefits and reduc-
ing overall risk for all.101

Procedural justice, as the name suggests, relates to the 
procedures used when making decisions.102 Lack of meaningful 
stakeholder engagement in the decision-making process means 
that concerns and interests of certain populations may go unad-
dressed leading to inequitable and unfair outcomes.

Corrective justice focuses on “fairness in punishment and 
remedying harm inflicted on individuals and communities.”103 
Ensuring that the parties responsible for the harm inflicted are 
correctly identified and held to account is key to the climate 
justice framework.

Lastly, social justice can be understood as an umbrella term 
encompassing elements of racial, economic, and social con-
cerns channeled through the lens of environmental and climate 
issues.104 Initiatives such as The Green New Deal are examples 
of how environmental issues cannot be fully addressed without 
acknowledging the other frameworks and systems society oper-
ates within (i.e., economic profit driven systems, institutional 
racism, and sexism within government).105 These concepts will 
be explored further in Part II of this article as they are woven 
into the management of plastic waste at the state level through 
stewardship laws.
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II. legal frameworK: omnIPresenT garbage

When thinking about how best to ameliorate the risks and 
harms associated with plastic waste, it is important to exam-
ine existing regulatory frameworks. Identifying gaps in these 
frameworks is essential to avoid regulatory redundancies and 
promote effective problem solving. This section addresses the 
current state of waste management regulation at the federal and 
state levels and examine emerging trends in waste management 
to equitably manage plastic waste by holding producers respon-
sible for the waste they manufactured.

a . FeDeRal Regulation oF municipal SoliD waSte: 
RcRa

For decades, the Federal Government has been acutely 
aware of the concerns MSW poses to the nation. In 1976, the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)106 was 
enacted.107 RCRA is the primary federal statute that governs 
solid waste management.108 RCRA has been amended three 
times since its inception.109 The underlying issue RCRA was 
designed to address is the “growing volume of municipal and 
industrial waste.”110

RCRA was created to regulate solid and hazardous waste in 
response to congressional findings that the continuing production 
of “packaging, and marketing of consumer products” resulted 
in rapidly increasing waste generation, and that as a result of 
changing methods of manufacturing, the characteristics of waste 
being generated have also changed.111 Interestingly, Congress 
also noted that the “economic and population growth of our 
Nation” have led to an increase in demand for goods resulting in 
“a rising tide of scrap, discarded, and waste materials.”112 Most 
importantly, for the purposes of this article, Congress found that 
the above findings would pose “serious financial, management, 
intergovernmental, and technical problems in the disposal of 
solid wastes resulting from the industrial, commercial, domestic, 
and other activities carried on in such areas.”113 Congress also 
found that “the problems of waste disposal…have become a 
matter national in scope and in concern and necessitate Federal 
action . . . .”114

Congress was clear in articulating its findings and concern 
regarding the hazards of increasing waste generation. Notably, 
RCRA contains a component that is designed to prevent “future 
environmental problems…caused by waste.”115 The EPA, the 
agency tasked with implementing and enforcing RCRA, noted 
that RCRA, as applied today,

. . . has largely focused on building the … municipal solid 
waste programs, and fostering a strong societal commit-
ment to recycling and pollution prevention. Ensuring 
responsible waste management practices is a far-reach-
ing and challenging task that engages EPA headquarters, 
regions, state agencies, tribes and local governments, as 
well as everyone who generates waste.116

Given this commitment to waste prevention and management, 
it is necessary to examine how RCRA and the EPA’s regulations 
make good on achieving these ends.

Section 6901 explicitly acknowledges that land is “too valu-
able a national resource to be needlessly polluted by discarded 
materials…”117 Section 6901(b)(8) provides that “alternatives to 
existing methods of land disposal must be developed since many 
of the cities in the United States will be running out of suitable 
solid waste disposal sites within five years unless immediate 
action is taken.”118

This language reveals that Congress possessed at least a 
basic understanding that landfills will reach capacity at the cur-
rent rate of consumption, and action must be taken to ensure 
that the nation, particularly those that live in closer proximity 
to landfills, are not living in refuse. What is needed is a preven-
tion strategy, rather than mere risk mitigation efforts. Increasing 
the number of landfills is not a strategy for prevention, which 
is a goal that EPA explicitly declares RCRA to be created to 
achieve.119 The solution to pollution is not dilution, so too here, 
the solution to plastic municipal solid waste is not redirecting 
it to newly created landfills. That only creates another possible 
vector for contamination of groundwater, soil, and release to the 
air. That is not a management strategy, but it is more akin to 
an antiquated practice that serves neither the environment, the 
American taxpayer, nor most urgently, marginalized groups. 
Creating more landfills just creates more sacrifice zones.120

EPA has been a proponent of addressing environmental jus-
tice issues through waste management.121 In 2010, Inside EPA 
Weekly Report released a piece highlighting Mathy Stanislaus, 
then head of EPA’s Office of Solid Waste & Emergency 
Response, and his statements on waste management and the 
need to address environmental justice issues, of which climate 
justice is a subset.122 In remarks delivered at a symposium, 
“Strengthening Environmental Justice Research and Decision 
Making,” Stanislaus stated that “the real problem that emerged 
from the environmental justice movement is, how do you make 
the decision to prevent harm, even in the absence of conclusive 
evidence? I challenge you all, in your deliberations, to consider 
how to operationalize the precautionary principle.”123 Stanislaus 
told Inside EPA, in a brief interview after his remarks, that the 
agency has not determined how it might take the precaution-
ary principle124 and craft it into an official policy, but rather, 
he was imploring the gathered stakeholders to offer ideas for 
how to operationalize the concept of preventative regulation.125 
“Obviously, it’s an open question,” Stanislaus said.126

b . State StewaRDShip lawS

While EPA may not have fully operationalized principles 
of environmental and climate justice, Stanislaus’ instincts that 
stakeholders would brainstorm solutions was not far off. Many 
states have adopted Extended Producer Responsibility (“EPR”) 
laws (also known as Stewardship Laws) that serve responsible 
waste management ends while incorporating principles of cli-
mate justice. 127 EPR laws will be explored in more detail in 
this section.

In thinking about how to develop a more effective federal 
waste management regulatory framework, states are proving 
to be a good guide. Many states have stewardship/ EPR laws 
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to help address the pressing matter of waste management.128 A 
notable feature of stewardship laws is the emphasis on placing 
responsibility squarely at the feet of industry.129 Manufacturers 
are responsible for demonstrating that they have the capabil-
ity and means to manage the end-of-life phase of the products 
they introduce into the stream of commerce.130 While at least 
nineteen states have some form of stewardship laws in place, 
this section will examine stewardship laws from three states: (1) 
California’s carpet and mattress reclamation laws, (2) Maine’s 
paint stewardship law, and (3) Maryland’s ongoing efforts to 
establish stewardship laws.131

California is arguably at the forefront of climate change 
policy and law, making the state a prime example of how the 
cradle-to-grave philosophy can be operationalized to incorpo-
rate climate justice principles, namely distributive, corrective, 
and social justice. California’s Public Resource Code (“PRC”) 
addresses product stewardship for carpets.132 The purpose of 
stewardship laws “is to increase the postconsumer waste that is 
diverted from landfills.”133 The carpet stewardship laws estab-
lish that a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) be devel-
oped for carpet stewardship.134 The MOU is to be negotiated by 
the carpet industry, state government, and other stakeholders.135 
Most importantly, a stewardship plan must be developed by the 
carpet industry within California detailing how the industry 
will help divert waste away from landfills.136 If it meets state-
designated targets and goals, then it is approved.137

Chapter 21 of the PRC, “Used Mattress Recovery and 
Recycling Act,” is another mechanism by which California is 
holding manufacturers accountable for the products they put 
into the market.138 Like the carpet product stewardship laws, the 
Used Mattress Recovery and Recycling Act requires producers 
to create a recovery plan to take back mattresses. The program 
is to be financed by the producers.139 Consumers will not incur 
added charges for having mattresses recovered by the manu-
facturers, although presumably that cost would be internalized 
through the upfront cost of the mattress.140

It may be a stretch to say that carpet and mattress waste 
is comparable to plastic waste. Plastic is much more persistent 
problem due to its omnipresence; however, the underlying 
motivations behind the carpet stewardship law is transferable to 
plastics. While carpet may pose a concern to landfills in terms 
of bulk and heft, plastics are arguably even more concerning 
because of the sheer volume of waste. One plastic Coke bottle 
may seem like nothing but think of it in terms of its ubiquity. It 
is virtually impossible to go into a store and not leave without a 
plastic product. Stewardship laws aimed at plastics are a means 
to help landfill management cope with the overwhelming vol-
ume of plastic waste.

Like California, Maine also has taken steps to address 
municipal solid waste management challenges by adopting 
stewardship laws of its own. M.R.S. Title 38, Ch. 24, Subch. 3

relates to waste reduction and recycling.141 Specifically, 
section 2144 establishes a stewardship program for architectural 
paint.142 The paint stewardship program operates in a similar 
fashion to the California laws. Paint producers must create and 

submit management programs to the state showing that they are 
able to care for their products at the end-of-life stage.143 These 
stewardship plans must include a “description of how the pro-
gram will collect, transport, recycle and process post-consumer 
paint from entities covered by the program for end-of-life 
management…”144

In Maryland in 2014, then-Governor Martin O’Malley and 
Lieutenant Governor Anthony Brown, released a “Zero Waste 
Maryland” draft plan report in an effort to divert waste from 
landfills.145 The purpose of Zero Waste Maryland was to virtually 
eliminate waste sent to landfills and incinerators.146 Additionally, 
the initiative declared that “[p]roducts that cannot be redesigned 
or recycled should be replaced with alternatives.”147 According 
to the report, in 2012 “more than 12.3 million tons of solid waste 
and 211 billion gallons of municipal wastewater” was generated 
in the state.148 Only 45.4% of that waste, which was mostly 
comprised of municipal solid waste, was recycled in 2012.149 
Out of an abundance of concern regarding landfill capacity, the 
state was poised to set an ambitious goal of going essentially 
waste free by 2040.150 However, by 2017, the plan died in com-
mittee and even a modest proposal in the Maryland legislature to 
adopt a mattress recycling bill was defeated in 2019.151

While Maryland lags behind states like California and 
Maine with regard to waste management, the push for steward-
ship laws in the state is far from over. In 2021, MD HB36 was 
introduced.152 The proposed bill eventually died in committee 
but would have required producers

. . . of certain packaging, containers, and paper products 
to individually or as part of a stewardship organization 
[to] submit a covered materials and products steward-
ship plan to the Department of the Environment for 
approval; prohibiting, on or after a October 1, 2024, a 
producer of covered materials and products from selling 
or distributing covered materials and products unless 
the producer individually or as part of a stewardship 
organization has an approved stewardship plan.153

Although HB36 never became law, such initiatives are an 
encouraging sign that states are willing to take on plastic waste 
through comprehensive back-end regulation.

States are leading the charge when it comes to combating 
the troubling realities of waste generation, as evidenced by the 
momentum and support behind stewardship laws. From a his-
torical standpoint, it makes sense that states are driving change 
and reshaping waste management since they have historically 
been the entity managing solid waste.154 Even RCRA’s con-
gressional findings declared that “the collection and disposal 
of solid wastes should continue to be primarily the function of 
State, regional, and local agencies.”155 It follows that when the 
time comes for increased Federal regulation of plastic waste, 
Congress and the EPA will have no shortage of stewardship laws 
on which to model future statutes and regulations.
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III. ProPosals and reCommendaTIons:  
flIP The sCrIPT

Plastic waste in the U.S. has long been framed as a problem 
created by the consumer and that narrative has proven most con-
venient for the plastics industry. It is now time to flip the script 
and shift the focus to the sellers, not the buyers. To that end there 
are three ways that the government and citizens can tackle plas-
tic waste while advancing the principles of climate justice.

a . FeDeRal Regulation

The far-reaching impacts of plastic generation necessi-
tates federal regulation. States are beginning to take the issue 
of waste management more seriously and it is only a matter of 
time before pressure is applied to the federal government to take 
steps to create a cohesive waste management framework. The 
solution to waste management cannot be to make more landfills. 
Land is a precious resource that provides a multitude of services: 
agricultural (food/ livestock/ textile production), wildlife habi-
tat, and flooding/ desertification mitigation. Vegetated land also 
serves as a carbon sink to help sequester greenhouse gases from 
the atmosphere.156

State stewardship laws are a crucial step towards holding 
manufactures responsible for the waste they produce; however, 
state legislation creates a patchwork when what is needed is a 
uniform approach. State and local governments are dealing with 
waste management issues that are becoming increasingly com-
plex. There is a significant role for the federal government to 
play in regulating plastic waste to address and minimize adverse 
consequences of plastic waste generation. That said, state action 
in the form of stewardship laws can complement federal regula-
tion. Stewardship laws are needed at the federal level to prevent 
the plastics industry from pivoting away from the problem and 
leaving the public to pick up the plastic bottles in their wake.

Currently, the plastics industry appears to be trying to oper-
ate in a manner to avoid regulation while still promoting the use 
of their products. Now that the industry has been caught in the 
recycling lie, they are going on a charm offensive and signaling 
that they are taking steps to change, thereby greenwashing a pro-
foundly serious environmental issue. Perhaps as a preemptive 
move against government regulation, Coca-Cola has recently 
developed a recyclable paper bottle product.157 Additionally, the 
American Beverage Association—comprised of the Coca-Cola 
Company, Keurig Dr Pepper, and PepsiCo—have launched the 
“Every Bottle Back” campaign, which is supposedly targeted at 
creating 100% recyclable plastics.158 The problem here is that 
it is still fundamentally unsustainable. Even if the plastic can 
be recycled, it will be a lower quality plastic on second use and 
wind up in the landfill. The end point remains the same. It goes 
into the ground, or worse into other parts of the environment. 
The steps being taken by industry reek of rebranding and lip ser-
vice to environmental and climate change concerns. Recyclable 
plastic is still plastic, and therefore, unsustainable and requiring 
effective waste management. Given that the industry has delib-
erately misled the public before, it tests the bounds of reason 

to blindly trust the private sector to self-correct, which is why 
Federal stewardship laws are needed.

The Federal government is well aware of the burdens waste 
management places on states and localities, as evidence by the 
congressional findings in RCRA.159 Stewardship laws are a 
reasonable way to reduce the burden on communities that are 
struggling to take in more and more plastic waste. The Federal 
Government should require industry to take back and manage 
their plastic waste. This response would shift costs to the parties 
who are responsible for the waste and who are best able to bear 
the financial burdens associated with that waste. This approach 
parallels the effort underway in the courts in which states, coun-
ties, and cities are suing the fossil fuel industry to contribute 
their fair share of the costs that these governmental entities face 
in their climate adaptation efforts.160

Additionally, petitioning agencies tasked with waste man-
agement regulation, such as the EPA or state environmental 
protection entities, can also help create interim solutions while 
legislation is drafted. Agencies frequently issue guidance docu-
ments (interpretive rules) that do not have the full force of law 
but can serve to guide industry and the public toward adopting 
certain practices and altering behavior.161 Guidance is also 
a helpful way to put the public on notice that the agency will 
likely be adopting new regulations in the future.162 Agencies 
could encourage industry to the extent possible to reclaim the 
waste they produce as a “best practices” recommendation.

Agencies could also recommend that the plastic industry 
consider packaging alternatives that have a less environmen-
tally harmful impact on people and wildlife. The guidance 
itself would not solve plastic environmental justice issues, but 
it would serve as a stop-gap measure to smooth the transition 
from what the current industry practices are today and a future 
where industry must collect and maintain their plastic waste to 
shield marginalized and vulnerable populations from the hazards 
of plastic waste.

Another way the federal government may adopt steward-
ship laws for plastic waste is through the recently proposed 
plastics treaty. The United Nations has signaled that a plastic 
pollution treaty is possible, and Secretary of State Antony 
Blinken has announced that the U.S. will support the treaty.163 In 
the event the U.S. becomes a party to a treaty targeted at plastic 
waste, such an agreement would likely prompt Congress to draft 
legislation which could potentially include provisions requiring 
stewardship laws. While international law may not be the ideal 
vehicle to get plastic stewardship laws, because there is no real 
enforcement mechanism to ensure compliance, such an agree-
ment could put social and political pressure on the U.S. to honor 
its commitments and move to address the nations problematic 
relationship with plastic.

b . litigation aS a vehicle to Regulation

One vehicle for adopting stewardship laws is litigation. The 
threat of litigation may be a highly effective short-term tool in 
pursuing environmental justice.164 The environmental group, 
Earth Island Institute, recently filed a suit against major bottle 
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producers such as Coca-Cola, Pepsi, and Nestle.165 The suit 
claims public nuisance and breach of warranty, as well as claims 
of negligence.166 This is ongoing litigation, but it can potentially 
pave the way for similar suits that spur governmental action to 
adopt comprehensive waste management laws. However, the 
Earth Island suit seeks to hold only top polluters accountable 
for their market share of plastic pollution.167 While this is a 
tremendous step in advancing climate justice and waste manage-
ment issues, the issue demands that the entire plastic industry be 
held accountable. Therefore, legislative action is still needed to 
incentivize industry through sticks, carrots, or both to goad them 
to do the right thing.

Back-end regulation provides the proper incentive structure 
to drive changes in behavior on the part of industry. Unless and 
until manufactures are held responsible for their waste, waste 
that Americans believe is manageable through recycling, vulner-
able populations will be forced to internalize the risks associated 
with plastic production both in the short-term and long-term.

Barring an outright ban on plastics, adopting a lifecycle 
position that focuses on the back end of plastic is the best way 
to hold the plastic industry responsible for the problem it has 
created. To that end, plastic producers must be held responsible 
for the plastic waste generated by their industry. The costs and 
logistics of plastic disposal and recycling should be borne by 
plastic manufacturers, not consumers and municipalities. 
Forcing underserved and under privileged communities to inter-
nalize all the risks associated with plastic waste management 
and disposable while industry ramps up production in the U.S. is 
causing sustained damage to the environment, public health, and 
the economy. By implementing back-end regulatory approaches, 
government can make it economically impractical for industry 
to produce at its current rate. If industry is compelled to take 
back its plastic waste, that cost will likely be passed on to the 
consumer and some industries may be priced out of the market. 
Alternatively, industry may be forced to reconsider the types of 
plastics it is willing to manufacture if they are required to take 
back their waste.

c . juSt Say no – explain, complain, campaign

A largely overlooked, conspicuously absent aspect of schol-
arly analysis is asking: what can individuals do to help address 
plastic waste? Self-empowerment is critical to making change.

While most individuals likely want to be part of the cli-
mate change solution, not all are equally situated financially or 
socially. It is true that the onus must fall on those in positions of 
power and most responsible for the environmental damage done 
(i.e., industries like oil and gas and plastic producers). That said, 
industry is driven by what consumers are willing to tolerate, so it 
is essential that consumers complain. Share your frustration and 
concern with friends, neighbors, family, and the broader com-
munity. Create discomfort with our current societal consumptive 
practices and advocate for non-petroleum-based options in the 
marketplace. It is only when we feel uncomfortable and uneasy 
that the status quo shifts. Creating even the smallest movement 
in the demand for plastic will help, whether it is on an individual, 

household, or community level. Organize strikes and protests to 
pressure the government to adopt stricter regulations on industry 
to slow the proliferation of plastics. Greta Thunberg’s strike for 
climate change movement has stoked climate change awareness 
worldwide.168

Complaining can take the form of lawsuits as mentioned 
above. The planet sustains irreparable harm from emissions and 
waste generation.169 Marginalized populations bear the brunt of 
this harm now, but all will eventually face the consequences of 
a world that has failed to move away from fossil fuels. The oil 
and gas industry, as well as the plastic industry, have acted out of 
self-interest and have gone unchecked. Filing lawsuits can be an 
effective tool for self-empowerment.

It could also mean writing elected representatives and 
advocating for stewardship laws in the state or expanding on 
existing stewardship laws. This plastics management issue is 
getting increased attention, and now is the time to capitalize on 
the momentum by raising awareness. The legislative process 
does not happen in a vacuum, and what citizens do now matters 
a great deal in achieving an equitable and sustainable future. In 
seeking to secure that future, those committed to reducing the 
amount of plastic in the world can look to other climate con-
scious parties such as the animal law and food law movements 
that are focused on demand reduction as a means to achieve mis-
sion success.170

While not the most impactful strategy, forcing a reduction 
in demand for plastic can be achieved on an individual level by 
altering consumptive behaviors and educating communities.171 
The only way to truly lose one’s voice is by letting industry 
tell individuals that their actions are meaningless, thereby dis-
empowering and disincentivizing individuals to make positive 
change. The more effective method for long-term systemic 
change is to directly petition government, at every level (local, 
state, and Federal), to adopt policies such as stewardship laws 
that will slow plastic production, drive up prices, and create the 
proper economic incentives to move away from petroleum-based 
products. Not everyone can vote with their wallet so mounting a 
pressure campaign on legislative bodies is preferred.

Additionally, attending local environmental board meet-
ings can be an effective way to secure changes at the grassroots 
level. Massive plastic waste is accumulating in landfills and 
raising concerns over capacity. Framing stewardship laws as an 
effective and impactful way to reduce plastic waste burdens on 
municipalities and landfills will broaden the base of support in 
favor of stewardship laws. Because waste management has his-
torically been the purview of local government, it is likely that 
local environmental boards have considered the issues at hand. 
Encouraging local governments to adopt stewardship policies 
may prompt other localities and states to follow suit.

Individuals can create change at home by making radical 
demands of themselves, their governments, and the offending 
industries. This can mean choosing not to buy unnecessary plastic 
products by opting for a shampoo bar over the plastic container 
or using toothbrushes, floss, and razors that are plastic free. By 
advocating for individuals, not industry, and raising awareness 
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within community networks and government, the demand for 
plastic can be reduced and pave the way for a plastic-free future 
while ensuring that the burdens of waste management are placed 
on the plastics industry.

ConClusIon

Plastic production is unsustainable. In the time it has taken 
to research and write this article, devastating heatwaves have 
hit the pacific northwest, billions of sea creatures have died, 
and the ocean caught on fire due to oil and gas operations.172 
Tropical storm Elsa broke a record this year when it became the 
fifth named storm of the 2021 hurricane season.173 Typically, 
a fifth named storm would occur in late August.174 Fires are 
consuming the pacific northwest and fire season continues to 
extend later into the year.175 The remnants of Hurricane Ida 
caused deadly flooding in New York and New Jersey hundreds 
of miles away from where it made landfall.176 Climate change 
is happening now and it will continue to get worse so long as 
nations cling to fossil fuels. The Washington Post reported that 
close to one in three Americans experience a weather related 
disaster this summer.177

Plastic production is a major driver of greenhouse gas emis-
sions, and there must be a ban on non-essential plastic, and it 
must happen soon.178 In the meantime, even if plastic production 
stops tomorrow, it is crucial that the plastic that is already out in 
the market is responsibly managed. Low-income and minority 
populations cannot be asked to shoulder the burden of a problem 
they did not create and from which they have never benefitted. 
The plastic industry must be tied to the waste they are respon-
sible for generating through the adoption of federal stewardship 
laws. Whether a federal stewardship law comes about directly 
from petitioning Congress, going to court, or activism at the 
community level, it is clear that nothing will happen unless the 
public makes their concern and dissatisfaction known.

Climate change is an imminent threat to our health, as is 
evidenced by the recent onslaught of lawsuits designed to hold 
the fossil fuel industry accountable for the catastrophic harm 
exploration and production of oil and gas has had on the envi-
ronment and human and non-human entities. The U.S. must 
transition away from plastic like other fossil fuel-based prod-
ucts, but it must be done in an equitable fashion that allows for 
a transition period.

Plastics are inherently unsustainable and a fundamentally 
dangerous waste product that not only contributes to climate 
change but disproportionately hurts marginalized groups within 
the U.S.179 Better waste management practices must be adopted, 
but a first step might be to begin weaning ourselves from our 
addiction to plastic. The goal is to reduce and eventually elimi-
nate plastic dependency; however, the inertia behind decades of 
plastic use and waste generation will incur administrative costs 
for the end-of-life management of plastic. By holding respon-
sible parties accountable for the waste they create, the nation can 
shift responsibility to the entity best suited to handle the problem 
(i.e., the plastics manufacturers). Getting a handle on waste 
management means government will not only be shielding his-
torically discounted and politically marginalized communities, 
it will also be a step toward securing an environmentally just 
future where the health, safety, and environmental well-being of 
all communities are worthy of protection.

Implementation of stewardship laws at the federal level 
would have numerous benefits, including reducing emissions 
from incineration, slowing landfills from reaching capacity, 
creating a market for stewardship planning positions within 
industries (i.e., creating long term green jobs), and protecting 
the environment from the need to create more landfills to take 
waste (not to mention saving the taxpayer and government the 
financial burden of financing and managing more MSW sites).

Waste management is a multifaceted and ongoing chal-
lenge. It will require significant planning, stakeholder involve-
ment, and building trusted relationships between government 
and industry, but it is possible. Stewardship laws are not just an 
environmental imperative; they are a moral imperative. It is a 
duty the nation owes to future generations, shielding them from 
waste management burdens that they were not responsible for 
but will inevitably be forced to address. By creating regulations 
that require plastic producers to take back and be responsible for 
managing the waste they create, law makers would be protecting 
the most vulnerable communities in the country. If the plastics 
industry were responsible for taking back their waste, it might 
discourage them from producing more since it would be an 
added expense; furthermore, recycled low quality plastic is not 
a highly desirable commodity. Without the teeth of comprehen-
sive federal legal frameworks, industry alone cannot be trusted 
to reclaim their harmful products.   
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